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Optimality-Theoretic accounts of grammar specification do not rely (exclusively)
on rules and descriptions that every expression in the implied formal language
has to satisfy strictly. Instead, a universal set of violable constraints is posited, and
most grammatical expressions are not perfectly harmonic in all respects, but vi-
olate some of the constraints. A particular language is characterized by a certain
priority ranking over the universal constraint set. This conceptualization of gram-
matical knowledge gives rise to the prediction of cross-linguistic variation: across
languages, the same underlying meaning is realized by different expressions since
different rankings of the constraints make different candidates optimal. The frame-
work comes with a straightforward algorithmic formulation of the language learn-
ing problem – as error-driven constraint reranking.

Optimality Theory (OT) was combined with many linguistic description frame-
works in the 1990s. LFG turned out to be a very appropriate base formalism for
specifying the candidate representations in OT’s competition-based definition of
grammaticality. The novel way of characterizing formal languages prompted a
range of debates regarding central assumptions in linguistic theorizing; various
extensions of the competition-based setup were proposed; and the concept of vi-
olable constraints was taken over as an effective modeling device for managing
ambiguities in broad-coverage computational grammar development. This chapter
provides an introduction of the core concepts of OT as fleshed out on the basis of
LFG, it illustrates the most influential extensions, and it reviews important concep-
tual debates triggered by the approach.
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1 Introduction

The term Optimality Theory (OT) refers to a family of grammatical frameworks
developed in various subfields of linguistics following the original proposal for
phonology by Prince & Smolensky (1993). Bresnan (1996), in her keynote address
at the first LFG conference,1 showed that LFG constitutes a natural base formal-
ism for an OT account of syntax, laying the foundation for substantial research
activities in the late 1990s and early 2000s.

The key idea behind OT is that grammatical knowledge is not captured in
distinct rule systems for each language, but theorists assume a universal set of
constraints responsible for determining the harmony or markedness of poten-
tial realizations of some underlying input representation. For example, both the
clause structure you see who? and who do you see? are candidate realizations for
expressing a wh-question that asks for the object of a transitive verb. In some
languages, the equivalent of the former is grammatical, whereas in English, the
latter is. Neither of the two variants is perfectly unmarked; each violates certain
constraints (in essence: an interrogative phrase is best realized at the beginning
of the clause vs. the object of a verb is best realized in the canonical VP-internal
complement position). What differs across languages is the relative prominence
among the universal constraints, such that there are different winners in the com-
petition for the most harmonic/least marked candidate, which is defined to be
the language-particular output. Learning a language thus amounts to determin-
ing the correct prominence ranking over a known set of constraints to replicate
the behavior observed in adult speakers. A more technical illustration of an OT
system building on the LFG formalism will follow in Section 1.1.

The notion of violable grammar constraints inspired linguists to explore the
explanatory potential of a competition-based definition of grammaticality for a
whole range of linguistic subfields. Moreover as Section 1.2 will discuss, the no-
tion turned out fruitful for computational work aiming at linguistically grounded
broad-coverage grammars: expanding “classical” constraint-based grammar for-
malisms with a novel type of violable constraints enables a competition-based
filtering of ambiguity sources and thus greatly facilitates the treatment of rela-
tively rare lexical variants and grammatical constructions (Frank et al. 2001). An
outline of the remaining sections of this chapter will be provided in Section 1.3.

1Details of the analysis presented in the keynote address are discussed in Bresnan (2001a) and
Bresnan (2002).
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21 LFG, Optimality Theory and learnability of languages

1.1 Example of an OT-LFG analysis

The tableau in Figure 1 demonstrates more technically how an OT-LFG account
predictswhowill she see? to be the grammatical structure for realizing this type of
question in English. It is adapted fromBresnan (2001a), a contribution that recasts
Grimshaw’s (1997) OT analysis of English verb inversion in an LFG framework
assuming ExtendedHead Theory (as detailed in Bresnan 2001b: ch. 7 and Bresnan
et al. 2016: ch. 7).

Input:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢
⎣

pred ‘see(x, y)’
gf1 [“you”]
gf2 [“who”]
q-foc
tns fut

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦

Op-Spec Ob-Hd Stay

a. ⟨ [IP you will [VP see who ]], …⟩ ∗!
b. ⟨ [CP who e [IP you will [VP see e ]]], …⟩ ∗! ∗

� c. ⟨ [CP who will [IP you e [VP see e ]]], …⟩ ∗∗
Figure 1: Tableau for the competition that leads to who will you see?
being the most harmonic candidate under the constraint ranking for
English. The candidates’ c-structure trees are shown as bracketing ex-
pressions; their full f-structures is not shown here. Only a small subset
of the candidate set is listed, omitting other realization variants. These
are excluded for English by additional constraints, but could be gram-
matical in other languages and are thus included in the candidate set.

The tableau shows the comparison of three candidate realizations for the un-
derlying content, the input – here the proposition see(𝑥, 𝑦 ), where 𝑥 is a pronom-
inal for the second person singular, 𝑦 is the focus of a question, and the clausal
realization expresses future tense. Particular syntactic choices, for instance the
realization of the semantic arguments by grammatical relations such as subject
and object are underspecified in the input. In the OT-LFG framework, the range
of realization options across languages can be captured very well by assuming
that the input is a partially specified f-structure, and the candidate set consists
of all fully specified LFG analyses whose f-structure is subsumed by the input.

The excerpt from the full candidate set shown in Figure 1 focuses on c-struc-
tural realization alternatives for clause structure. In Extended Head Theory, func-
tional categories (such as I and C) and their c-structure projections are mapped to
the same f-structure as their corresponding lexical categories (V). The functional
projections occur optionally, but they offer the possibility to realize additional
head elements such as tense auxiliaries and they comewith one c-structural spec-
ifier position each, which can for instance be used for wh operators. Also, it is a
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possibility across languages for verbal head elements to be realized in a higher,
c-commanding, position (e.g., V in I or I in C, as in candidate c.). By definition,
elements in such a functional position are still extended heads of the lower pro-
jections. This nonderivational account of head mobility, which Bresnan (2001b:
ch. 7) also formalizes in a non-OT setting of LFG, thus opens up a considerable
spectrum of alternative candidate realizations for the basic clause structure.

Let us now consider what effect the three violable constraints have that Fig-
ure 1 shows in the order of the ranking for English (the constraint formalization
will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.2). The harmony/markedness of a
candidate is determined by its constraint violation profile. In the tableau nota-
tion, a violation is signalled by a star in the row for the corresponding constraint.
Since OT assumes a ranking of the constraints (and not a more general weigh-
ing as for instance in Harmonic Grammar, Legendre et al. 1990), one can simply
proceed from left to right through the constraints to determine the winning can-
didate(s): at each constraint, only the candidates that have the fewest violations
for this constraint are kept. The other candidates have no more chance of win-
ning the competition, even when they do not violate any of the lower-ranking
constraints. It is common to mark the decisive constraint violations with an ex-
clamation mark following the star; the cells for the lower-ranking constraints
are often grayed out in tableaux. In our example competition, the Op-Spec con-
straint demands that syntactic operators such as wh phrases be realized in c-
structural specifier positions (highlighting the operator’s prominence). Candi-
date a. violates this constraint, since the who is realized inside the VP. Op-Spec
is the highest-ranking constraint and the other candidates satisfy this constraint,
hence candidate a. is excluded from further comparison. The Ob-Hd constraint
(for obligatory head) says that every projected category (X′, X″) should have
a lexically filled extended head. Candidate b., which includes a CP projection
without a lexically filled head, incurs a violation of this constraint.2 The third
constraint, Stay,3 states that categories should dominate their extended heads,
thus punishing c-structural realizations in higher, c-commanding positions: In
candidate c., the wh phrase in the CP-Spec position incurs one Stay violation
(due to a lexically empty DP inside the VP), the will that is not realized within
IP another one. Since Stay is low in the constraint ranking for English, candi-

2The notion of extended heads leads to the situation that the empty I head in candidate c. does
not incur an Ob-Hd violation: The C head, which contains will, is in a c-commanding position
and thus acts as an extended head for the I′ and IP.

3The name Stay is carried over from Grimshaw’s (1997) account, which assumed a derivational
base formalism with upward movement in trees. The reconstruction is entirely nonderiva-
tional.
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21 LFG, Optimality Theory and learnability of languages

date c. is optimal despite the two violations: there are no surviving competitors
with fewer violations.

Under different rankings of the same three constraints, different clause struc-
tures come out as optimal. When Stay outranks Op-Spec, for instance, candidate
a. is the most harmonic. This predicts non-echo matrix questions like in (1) to be
grammatical, as is the case in a wh-in-situ language like Chinese.

(1) Mandarin Chinese (Huang 1982: 253)
ni
you

kanjian-le
see-ASP

shei?
who

‘Who did you see?’

According to OT assumptions, a language learner starts out with an uninformed
initial constraint ranking. Whenever they hear an utterance by an adult speaker
of the language, they check whether the observed output (for a contextually in-
ferred input) is the same that their current ranking would have predicted. If not,
the constraints responsible for the error are demoted in the ranking (Tesar &
Smolensky 1998). Details of the OT approach to characterizing grammaticality
and the OT-LFG formalization will be discussed Section 2.

1.2 Ranked soft constraints in computational grammar development

As mentioned, Joan Bresnan gave a keynote at the first LFG conference in 1996,
presenting her proposal for integrating the competition-based grammatical frame-
work of Optimality Theory with LFG’s declarative specification of parallel rep-
resentations that are in imperfect correspondence (Bresnan 1996). The concept
of violable constraints immediately prompted interest in the computational LFG
community, which was working towards implementations of LFG grammars that
robustly cover real-life text data, most notable in the Parallel Grammar Develop-
ment project ParGram (see also Forst & King 2023 [this volume]).

As Frank et al. (2001) discuss, violable constraints can alleviate a considerable
practical problem with broad-coverage grammars that aim for linguistic preci-
sion: the ambiguity management problem. To reach an acceptable coverage of
real corpus data with a linguistically precise grammar, the rules have to cater for
essentially all conceivable realizations of variable phenomena – even for those
that are infrequent and tend to underlie special contextual restrictions. In a gram-
mar with such a comprehensive rule set however interactions among multiple
variable phenomena can lead to an enormous degree of ambiguity in parsing. Al-
though ambiguity packing techniques keep the computational parsing task itself
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tractable (Maxwell & Kaplan 1989) (see also Cahill & Way 2023 [this volume]), it
can become hard for the grammar writers to keep track of whether the contex-
tually justified readings are among the readings predicted by the grammar (King
et al. 2004). The notion of violable constraints puts grammar writers in a position
to overcome the ambiguity management problem via perspicuous filters.

The following examples may illustrate the proliferation of sources of ambigu-
ity in a comprehensive grammar. In English, temporal adverbials can have the
shape of a plain NP headed by a time expression such as year, day, moment, etc.,
as for instance in (2a,b). A carefully constrained grammar will rely on a lexical
marking of the relevant nouns to avoid overgeneration. Without such a lexical
restriction, any intransitive verb used with an NP in object position, such as (2c),
would be incorrectly predicted to form a grammatical sentence.

(2) a. The car had problems all weekend.4

b. What are your future plans the next half year?5

c. * Lou yawned two big bones.

The rule in (3) uses a constraining equation to ensure that the adverbial NP comes
with the marking [ntype time +].

(3) VP → V (NP) { PP | NP }*
↑=↓ (↑obj)=↓ ↓ ∈ (↑adj) ↓ ∈ (↑adj)

(↓ntype time) =𝑐 +

Examples (4a,b) show however that adverbial uses of plain NPs can also occur
with nouns that do not refer to time expressions.

(4) a. Being prepared will save your soles from aching the entire trip.6

b. And WoW had problems every expansion for years […]7

By a semantic process of type coercion (see, e.g., Pustejovsky 1995), NPs referring
to segments of a process (e.g., during spatial movement, as in (4a), or in repetitive
processes, as in (4b)) can receive a temporal reading. A grammar that strictly ties
adverbial NPs to a lexical marking of time expressions will fail on these examples.
And since such coercion processes are relatively productive, grammar writers

4https://www.flickr.com/photos/speedcenter/19225841474
5https://www.reddit.com/r/UnderCards/comments/kdjbb1/ama_is_the_way_to_get_a_free_
vieeeews/

6https://vivaglammagazine.com/how-to-effortlessly-look-good-when-traveling/
7https://forums.newworld.com/t/fix-your-product-this-isnt-an-indie-company/247609/59
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21 LFG, Optimality Theory and learnability of languages

face a difficult tradeoff between maximizing coverage and risking a proliferation
of ambiguity.

The issue is amplified when several variation phenomena interact, as the fol-
lowing considerations demonstrate. Completely independent of the type coer-
cion process we just saw, many transitive verbs in English can occur with an
understood object in appropriate contexts – i.e., without a syntactically realized
direct object: enjoy and announce are both strictly transitive, but (5a,b) show that
occasionally, an understood object can be filled in contextually.

(5) a. [Text message with a video posting:]
Here it is. Lean back and enjoy for the next 7 minutes.8

b. [News headline:]
Troy Williams will announce tomorrow9

To capture such uses, one could have transitive verbs optionally fill in a pronom-
inal pred value for their object (this can for instance be done by putting an op-
tional equation in the lexical template for transitive verbs: { (↑ obj pred) = ‘pro’ }).
The pronominal pred value indicates that its referent can be contextually in-
ferred.

Both the temporal type coercion discussed previously and understood objects
occur rather infrequently overall; yet, a broad-coverage grammar should cater for
these constructions. Unfortunately, it is impossible to fully capture the contex-
tual constraints on the use of such constructions within a knowledge engineer-
ing approach – individual uses may depend on inferences involving situational
knowledge and general world knowledge.

By employing violable “soft” constraints inspired by Optimality Theory in a
broad-coverage LFG grammar, the infrequent constructions can be captured in
the grammar without causing a proliferation of ambiguity for the core construc-
tions. Sentence (6a) is an example of a plain transitive use of the verb announce.
A conspiracy of the two infrequent constructions we just discussed would how-
ever also lead to an understood object reading of announced (corresponding to
the only reading available for (5b)) when every expansion would be analyzed as
a coerced temporal adjunct (like in (2e)). With a comprehensive grammar allow-
ing for these rare options, every single transitive VP (as in (6b)) would receive
duplicate readings – although a temporal reading of the NP is extremely implau-
sible in most cases. As (6c) shows, even an NP including a time expression will

8https://mobile.twitter.com/automobilirimac/status/765505874425180160
9https://www.on3.com/teams/kentucky-wildcats/news/troy-williams-will-announce-
tomorrow/amp/
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rather fill the position of the direct object than acting as an adverbial NP along-
side an understood object (although in this particular case, the two readings are
semantically hard to distinguish).

(6) a. The company announced every expansion.
b. The dog chases every bird.
c. [From a comment page for a music band:]

Super talented, professional. We enjoyed every minute.10

The mechanism of ranked violable constraints discussed by Frank et al. (2001),
which is implemented in the XLE system (Crouch et al. 2011), provides a highly
convenient way of dealing with this situation. In (7), template definitions are
seen that optionally11 introduce the infrequent construction of a type-coerced
common noun (such as expansion, trip and even bird) and an understood object
with a transitive verb.

(7) a. common-noun(_p) ≡ (↑ pred) = ‘_p’
{ (↑ ntype time) = +
TypeCoercionToTimeNoun ∈ 𝑜(*) }

b. transitive(_p) ≡ (↑ pred) = ‘_p ⟨ (↑ subj) (↑ obj)⟩’
{ (↑ obj pred) = ‘pro’
UnderstoodObj ∈ 𝑜(*) }

Note that the optional functional descriptions go along with statements of the
form ‘xyz ∈ 𝑜(*)’. These have the effect of introducing so-called optimality marks
(xyz etc.) to a data structure projected from c-structure to a novel 𝑜-projection
(for Optimality projection).12 Mathematically, the data structure is a multiset (i.e.,
a generalization of sets that can include two or more identical ‘copies’ as dis-
tinct elements). The purpose of this multiset is simply to implement a counting
mechanism that keeps track of how many times a certain functional description
was used in the construction of a particular LFG analysis. In c-structure rules
𝐴 → 𝐵1 …𝐵𝑛, the union of the multisets from all daughter categories 𝐵1 …𝐵𝑛
forms the multiset projected from the mother category 𝐴. So the root node of

10https://www.esteemlivemusic.com/we-enjoyed-every-moment/
11Enclosing functional descriptions in curly brackets has the effect of creating one option with
the descriptions and one without.

12Like the 𝜙-projection, the 𝑜-projection starts out from c-structural entities (i.e., lexical or
phrasal c-structure nodes, denoted by ‘*’). This makes it possible to introduce distinct marks
from several c-structure nodes that map to the same f-structure. This can for instance be rele-
vant for economy constraints that favor structures with fewer nodes.
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a c-structure tree will always provide access to the aggregate counts of marks
from the full tree.

The multiset of optimality marks provides the basis for filtering a set of can-
didate analyses, very much like in the OT tableaux illustrated in Section 1.1. The
grammar writer can define the relative ranking of the violable constraints (the
OPTIMALITYORDER) that guides the filtering:

(8) OPTIMALITYORDER UnderstoodObj TypeCoercionToTimeNoun.

Starting with the highest-ranking type of optimality mark, the set of readings
is successively reduced; for each type of OT mark only the candidates that have
the fewest marks are kept. The effect of this is that the structures for infrequent
constructions as illustrated in (4) and (5) will only be seen in the final output
of the grammar when there is no alternative, more canonical way of analyzing
the same string. In our example scenario, plain transitive sentences like (as (6b))
will hence receive only the canonical subject-object reading. At the same time
however, the OT-style ranking system does cover uses of type coercion or under-
stood objects. For instance when analyzing sentences that contain type-coerced
adverbial NPs like (4a,b), all candidate analyses include at least one mark Type-
CoercionToTimeNoun, hence they will survive this step of the filtering.

With such a filtering mechanism, the grammar writers can transparently con-
trol many of the interaction effects of the linguistic phenomena they are dealing
with – without having to come up with explicit descriptions of contextual con-
ditions for the rare special uses. The approach has hence been widely applied
in the broad-coverage grammars of the ParGram project. As we will see in Sec-
tion 2.6, some modifications of the plain ranking mechanism open up further
functionality for grammar development.

To conclude this section we note however that there is a clear difference in
the conceptual role played by the competition among candidate analyses (i) in
OT-LFG, as discussed in Section 1.1) vs. (ii) in the “OT-style” filtering approach
in grammar development, as discussed in this section: in the former case, the
competition serves to define grammaticality in a given language, whereas in the
latter case, all candidates are assumed to be grammatical in principle, and the
competition serves to filter out implausible readings.

1.3 Chapter outline

The remainder of the chapter is organized into four sections and a conclusion:
Section 2 discusses the OT framework and its combination with the LFG formal-
ism in more detail. Section 3 provides a number of demonstrations of how the
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competition-based notion of grammaticality can systematically derive variation
patterns within a language and predict typological patterns across languages.
Section 4 goes into important extensions of the standard OT framework and
reviews discussions of the status of key components of an OT system such as
the violable constraints. It also provides a discussion of linguistic formalisms
and learnability of languages. Section 5 reviews the developments after the mid-
2000s, with an emphasis on a comparison of OT and other competition-based
architectures. It also includes a discussion of the relationship between OT and
the recent so-called neural modeling paradigm in Machine Learning and Natural
Language Processing research. Section 6 concludes with a summary of important
epistemological considerations regarding the OT approach.

2 OT: Formalism and computational considerations

Section 2.1 discusses the key components of an OT system in general and their
motivation for the Theory of Grammar. On this basis, Section 2.2 addresses the
application of OT systems in syntax and expands on the OT-LFG approach out-
lined in the introduction. Section 2.3 contrasts the OT-LFG approach with OT
syntax approaches using a derivational base formalism.

Section 2.4 discusses the most important computational considerations regard-
ing OT-LFG. An excursion in Section 2.5 addresses potential concerns regarding
plausibility of OT-LFG that might arise if one assumes that the declarative spec-
ification of the candidate set has any direct psychological reality during human
sentence processing. Section 2.6 provides some more details on the use of soft
constraints in broad-coverage grammar development illustrated in Section 1.2.

2.1 Key components and assumptions of OT

The initial example shown in Figure 1 already provided an illustration of the key
components of Optimality Theory in general and OT-LFG in particular. Within
an OT system, the set of grammatical expressions for a particular natural lan-
guage 𝐿 is defined using (i) a language-independent function Gen, which maps
a given input representation to a set of candidates, (ii) a universal set of vio-
lable constraints Con, and (iii) a harmony evaluation function Eval, applying a
language-specific prominence ranking ≫𝐿 that is defined over the constraint set.
We define an expression to be grammatical in 𝐿 if it is (one of) the most har-
monic candidate(s) in the set of competing realizations for some input according
to ≫𝐿. A candidate 𝐶1 is more harmonic than a candidate 𝐶2 iff it contains fewer
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violations for the highest-ranked constraint in which the marking for 𝐶1 and 𝐶2
differs.

With the variable ranking relation over a universal set of constraints, an OT
system does not just predict an individual language, but essentially an entire
constellation of possible languages, the so-called factorial typology. The task for a
theorist working on some family of phenomena is to find a set of constraints that
plausibly predicts the spectrum of cross-linguistic variation as it is empirically
attested in the languages of the world.

A key methodological assumption of linguistic work employing OT systems
is that the input includes no language-specific information or restrictions. This
is called the “richness of the base” (Smolensky 1996). A construction that is only
available in some languages should not be explained by differences in the input,
but must be derived as an effect of constraint ranking. In other words, the role of
candidate generation, Gen, is limited to providing the space of possibilities; the
substantive linguistic regularities should by assumption all be dealt with in the
constraint set.

In phonology, the input can be thought of as the target sound sequence a
speaker intends to realize. In the case of loan words, this target sequence may
include sound clusters that cannot be expressed in the language. For instance,
the Dutch loan word plan is realized as päläna in Sinhalese:

(9) Sinhalese (Indo-Aryan; Boersma et al. 2000: 5, citing Sannasgala 1976)
päläna
‘plan’

The OT explanation is that there is a constraint against complex syllable on-
sets and that in the constraint ranking for Sinhalese, this constraint is ranked
higher than a constraint against the addition of epenthetical vowels. As a conse-
quence, a surface realization that deviates from the target sound sequence arises
as optimal. To capture the full spectrum of phonological systems,Genmust make
far-reaching deviations from the input available.

Constraints that evaluate whether a property from the input is preserved in
the output are called faithfulness constraints; there are three types, punishing (a)
the insertion and (b) the deletion of a segment and (c) the alteration of some
feature value (e.g., devoicing of a voiced consonant) (Prince & Smolensky 1993,
McCarthy & Prince 1995). Which part of the space of more or less faithful can-
didates a language uses for a certain phenomenon is determined by the relative
ranking of faithfulness constraints and a second class of constraints, the so-called
markedness constraints. These constraints assess the output shape of a candidate,
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irrespective of the input it is supposed to convey. By and large, OT predicts ty-
pological differences to arise from different strategies of reconciling conflicts
among faithfulness and markedness constraints.

2.2 Optimality-Theoretic Syntax and its formalization

The predictive potential of OT systems regarding language typology as demon-
strated in phonology soon attracted researchers working on different subfields
of grammar, including syntax (Grimshaw 1997, Samek-Lodovici 1996, Pesetsky
1998, Legendre et al. 1998).13 Technically, it is relatively straightforward to as-
sume that some modular part of a conventional theory of grammar is replaced
by an OT system: instead of the conventional output representation, a set of alter-
native candidates is assumed whose harmony is then assessed based on ranked
violable constraints.14 (It should be noted however that depending on which part
of a conventional approach is being replaced by the output of an OT competition,
there can be great differences in the predictive potential of the model component;
we come back to this in Section 2.3.)

The fact that the explanatory power of an OT system comes largely from
constraint interaction had an interesting effect in terms of sociology of science:
Optimality-theoretic extensions of base formalisms from different schools of
thought could be subjected to ameaningful comparison, evenwhere diverging as-
sumptions in the conception of the base formalisms themselves had before made
comparisons very difficult. This led to an opening up of channels for exchange
among theoretical frameworks (see for instance the collection of contributions
in Legendre et al. 2000).15

Early work on OT syntax sometimes relied on an intuitive and informal con-
ception of the syntactic structures that should compete with each other in the
same candidate set. To preserve the idea from OT phonology that all conceivable
alternatives for saying the same thing are included in the candidate set, the nat-
ural assumption for the input in OT syntax is an abstract representation of the
syntactically relevant semantic content of an utterance. As Bresnan (1996) points
out, this intuition can be cashed out straightforwardly if candidate generation

13The account of unaccusativity in French by Legendre et al. (1990) in the framework of Har-
monic Grammar predates much of the work in OT phonology. Nevertheless, many syntacti-
cians presumably only took notice of competition-based approaches in the aftermath of the
success of OT phonology and reacting to Grimshaw’s (1997) paper.

14The approach of “Harmonic Serialism” assumes an architecture that is broken down into a
sequence of steps with local optimization. Müller (2020) for instance explores an extension to
morphology.

15This unifying potential is discussed for instance by Newmeyer (2002: 44).
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Figure 2: Illustration of candidate generation in OT-LFG (Bresnan
2001a): an underspecified functional structure (on the left) is the basis
for generating full LFG analyses (c-structure/f-structure pairs) whose
f-structure is subsumed by the input.

is based on a monotonic unification formalism like LFG: the input can be oper-
ationalized as a partial representation including the relevant semantic informa-
tion, and the set of candidates as all the complete representations expanding this
input representation – in the case of LFG pairs of c-structures and corresponding
f-structures that are subsumed by the input presentation, as is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2 from Bresnan (2001a). Cross-linguistic variation at the level of constituent
structure is captured by including all typologically different options for express-
ing some core semantic information in the candidate set.
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A formal definition for the candidate generation function Gen in OT-LFG is
shown in (10) (Kuhn 2003: 74).16 Gen depends on an LFG-type base grammar
𝐺inviol, which specifies the space of structurally valid candidate tuples from the
full typological spectrum by means of the ‘inviolable principles’, and is applied
to a partially specified f-structure Φin.

(10) Restricted definition of Gen
Gen𝐺inviol

(Φin) = { ⟨𝑇 , Φ′⟩ ∈ 𝐿(𝐺inviol) | Φin ⊑ Φ′, where Φ′ contains
no more semantic information than Φin }

The candidate set generated byGen includes all c-structure/f-structure pairs from
the base grammar whose f-structure Φ′ (i) is subsumed by the input f-structure
Φin and (ii) does not add any semantic information.17

The violable constraints in OT-LFG operate on the candidate representations.
It is in principle conceivable to include the detection of constraint violations al-
ready in the specification of the base grammar 𝐺inviol, using disjunctive f-annota-
tions of the kind shown in Section 1.2 on soft constraints in computational gram-
mar development and introducing marks to a special 𝑜-projection for counting.
However, the specification would presumably become unmanageable fast, since
the representational patterns addressed in the various constraints are interdepen-
dent; moreover, many constraints address not only patterns in f-structures, but
make reference to portions of c-structure. The formalization of OT constraints in
Kuhn (2003: ch. 4) therefore proposes to leave constraint marking out of 𝐺inviol
and assume a conceptually separate step for detecting the constraint violations
for each c-structure/f-structure pair in the candidate set. This step can employ
straightforward descriptive constraint schemata which use a special metavari-
able ⋆ that is successively being instantiated to every structural element in a
candidate analysis, i.e., to each c-structure node, and to each (sub) f-structure.

In (11), the schema-based formal capturing of Bresnan’s (2000) constraints Op-
Spec and Ob-Hd, which were discussed in Section 1.1, is seen (for details, see
Kuhn 2003: 90ff):18

(11) a. Op-Spec (‘An operator must be the value of a df in the f-structure.’)
(f-str(⋆) ∧ ∃𝑣.[(⋆op) = 𝑣])
→ ∃𝑓 .[(𝑓 df) = ⋆]

16The language 𝐿(𝐺) generated by an LFG grammar 𝐺 is here defined as the set of tuples ⟨𝑇 , Φ⟩
such that 𝑇 is a c-structure generated by the context-free skeleton in 𝐺 and Φ is a valid f-
structure for 𝑇 according to the functional descriptions in 𝐺.

17The restriction excluding surplus semantic information will be addressed in Section 2.4.
18The schemata assume appropriately defined auxiliary predicates cat (for category) etc.
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“If ⋆ is an f-structure bearing a feature op (with some value 𝑣 ), then
there is some f-structure 𝑓 such that ⋆ is embedded in 𝑓 under a df
function.”

b. Ob-Hd (‘Every projected category has a lexically filled extended
head.’)

(cat(⋆) ∧ (bar-level(⋆, 1) ∨ bar-level(⋆, 2))
→ ∃𝑛.[ext-hd(𝑛, ⋆)]

“If ⋆ is an X-bar or X-max category, then there is some node 𝑛 which
is the extended head of ⋆.”

The evaluation function Eval is operationalized as a trial of all schemata in the
constraint set 𝐶 on every structural element of a candidate analysis (c-structure
node or partial f-structure). For the trial, the metavariable ⋆ is instantiated to the
element under consideration; the count for the relevant constraint is increased
in case the proposition is satisfied. The language-specific ranking ≫𝐿 over the
constraints then controls the filtering of the most harmonic candidate(s), in the
same way as illustrated in Figure 1 in Section 1.1.

All candidates that are optimal (under the constraint ranking for a given lan-
guage 𝐿) for some underlying partial f-structure Φin then form the language (=
set of c-structure/f-structure pairs) generated by an OT-LFG system for language
𝐿 (Kuhn 2003: 117):

(12) Definition of the language generated by an OT-LFG system
𝑂 = ⟨𝐺inviol, ⟨𝐶,≫𝐿⟩⟩ for language 𝐿:
𝐿(𝑂) = { ⟨𝑇𝑗 , Φ𝑗⟩ ∈ 𝐿(𝐺inviol) |

∃Φin ∶ ⟨𝑇𝑗 , Φ𝑗⟩ ∈ Eval⟨𝐶,≫𝐿⟩(Gen𝐺inviol
(Φin)) }

The OT-LFG formalization thus provides a declarative, fully operationalized
framework for specifying a theory of the typological space of options for a range
of grammatical phenomena, predicting specific realization patterns for languages
associated with certain constraint rankings. Computational considerations, in
particular regarding the complexity of Gen, will be addressed in Section 2.4.

Combining the OT concept of competition-based specification of grammati-
cal knowledge with the LFG formalism for operationalizing the components of
such an account was beneficial for both sides: For OT theorists interested in ex-
ploring the expressiveness of the Optimality-Theoretic approach when applied
to phenomena from the broad field of morphology/syntax/semantics, the OT-
LFG framework provided a basis whose formal and computational properties
were well understood. Consequently, (i) concrete accounts for phenomena of in-
terest could be worked out and tested against attested linguistic data, and (ii)
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formal and computational implications of the novel conceptualization of mod-
eling grammatical knowledge could be pinpointed. In the reverse direction, the
LFG community benefited from the extension of the classical formalism, since
OT-LFG provided a formalized framework for predicting patterns in the varia-
tion observed across languages (and within a language). By couching an LFG ac-
count for a phenomenon in the OT-LFG framework, its generality thus becomes
testable against empirical data from language typology. And even when trying to
capture variation patterns within a single language, an OT-LFG approach readily
supports a reasoning that reduces the range of available realization options to a
small set of independently justifiable directives.

2.3 OT-LFG’s conceptual advantages over a derivational base
formalism

A large proportion of work in OT syntax is not couched in the OT-LFG frame-
work, but assumes a derivational base formalism such as Principle-and-Parameter
Theory (Chomsky 1981) or Minimalism (see Grimshaw’s 1997 original account
andmuch subsequent work, e.g., Pesetsky 1998).With candidate analyses that are
inherently derivational, an implementation of the original OT idea – that the in-
put corresponds to the semantic content of the expressions under consideration
– inevitably leads to a more complicated architecture. In the study of syntax, the
expressions under consideration are full sentences; so, to implement the original
OT idea, all alternative surface sentences expressing the same semantic content
should be included in a candidate set. The complication for an OT architecture
now arises from the fact that in a Chomskyan derivational approach, semantic in-
terpretation is located at the level of logical form (LF), which is by definition one
of the end points of a derivational process that starts out from a D-structure (as
in the T-model underlying Principle-and-Parameter Theory, shown in Figure 3)
or a set of lexical items, the “numeration”.

In a non-OT framework, the derivational processes that lead to a phonological
form and a logical form are controlled by language-particular factors. When the
derivational processes are taken to be the candidates of an OT system that ad-
heres to the richness of the base, the derivational mechanisms have to be opened
up in such a way that all language-particular restrictions on the derivations are
lifted – generating all conceivable variants as alternative candidate derivations
and leaving the calculation of language-particular effects to Eval, which selects
the optimal derivation based on the constraint ranking. The input (for the def-
inition of the OT candidate set) has to be (some relevant part of) an LF repre-
sentation, and the set of candidates that Gen assigns to such an “input” LF must
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lexicon, X-bar theory
↓

D-Structure

↓ move 𝛼
S-Structure

spellout move 𝛼
↙ ↘

PF LF
(phonological (logical

form) form)

Figure 3: The T-model (or Y-model) of the derivation processes un-
derlying a single analysis couched in Principle-and-Parameter Theory
(Chomsky 1981)

be all derivations that end in this LF via unconstrained derivation – from any
possible starting point (i.e., any numeration of lexical items that could arrive at
this LF through unconstrained transformational derivations). Leaving aside con-
cerns regarding the computational tractability of such a system, it is challenging
to conceptualize the workings of the OT constraints if the candidate-internal
derivation is taken literally as a (potentially destructive) structure-transforming
process: if the evaluation of candidate derivations does not take place until a
particular LF has been reached, how can the constraints be used to control the
language-specific choices in the derivation steps happening early on in the pro-
cess?

The constraint evaluation challenge can be resolved by viewing the deriva-
tional process inherent to the candidates as some abstract process that produces
a representation including a record of all relevant steps (such as traces of a move-
ment). With this representational strategy, a definition of the candidate set via
a shared LF becomes possible. Let us call this an LF-as-input OT system, which
preserves the original, meaning-related concept of the OT input (but enforces an
abstract view of the derivations, with a representational record).

For a research approach starting out with a derivational framework, it may
seem more natural however to resolve the constraint evaluation challenge in a
different way: giving up the fully meaning-related notion of the OT input, one
can turn to a different way of characterizing the set of competing candidates:
since the derivations have their own technical starting point – D-structure or a
numeration of lexical items – why not adopt a conceptualization in which this
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part of the candidate derivations constitutes the input for the OT system and
have Eval compare the various possible derivations with identical D-structures/
numerations? Important typological considerations regarding syntax and mor-
phology can be addressed under this view. In fact, when a study focuses on a
small set of specific phenomena – as is common practice both for typological
and for language-particular studies in linguistics – the two approaches are often
indistinguishable, since the (supposedly) relevant variation across candidates on
which the study is centered originates from the same derivational subprocess
across all candidates. This is presumably the explanation for the fact that the
simpler system is often tacitly assumed. However, in situations where attention
is not focused on a narrowly delineated range of phenomena, the two ways of
conceptualizing the input do make an enormous difference. Only a semantically
based input will leave the choice among realizations that differ in the lexical
material in non-trivial ways to Con and Eval.19

A numeration-as-input approach generally imposes restrictions on the candi-
date space that are tied to particular languages (since semantically equivalent
paraphrases of the same content which use different lexical material do not com-
pete in the same candidate set). It is actually a consequence of the predominance
of the numeration-as-input approach (and similar input conceptualizations) that
language-particular ineffability was considered a central issue for OT accounts of
syntax. The issue can be characterized as follows: since by definition there is al-
ways a most harmonic candidate in any given candidate set, the OT approach ap-
pears to systematically exclude the possibility that in some languages there is no
grammatical realization at all for a conceivable linguistic construction. Fanselow
& Féry (2019) provide the example in (13). While (13a) is grammatical in English,
there is no grammatical way of saying (the equivalent of) (13b). They argue that
a standard system of OT syntax as Grimshaw’s (1997) will include a candidate set
of alternative clause realizations for (13b), and one of them will inevitably be the
most harmonic, incorrectly predicting that there is some grammatical realization
used this set of lexical items.

(13) a. Who did the president think that the foreign minister met in
Afghanistan?

19Of course, not all accounts incorporating a competition-based subprocess are necessarily fol-
lowing the idea that all cross-lingual variation should be reduced to a global, fully meaning-
based optimization. It is also conceivable to construe distinct derivational steps as separate, self-
contained optimizations (compare e.g., Heck & Müller 2000, Müller 2003). Many approaches
explicitly couched in a derivational setting indeed assume fairly restricted structural or deriva-
tional domains of local optimization (Müller 2012: sec. 4).
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b. * Who did the president resign although the foreign minister met in
Afghanistan?

Note however that with a sufficiently abstract semantic input, an LF-as-input
OT system could be devised that makes reasonable predictions for all languages:
Where there is no compact realization of a thought in a single clause, a more
verbose, multi-clause paraphrase can be used (for (13b) maybe Who was it that
the foreign minister met in Afghanistan when the president resigned nevertheless?).
This appears like a plausible analogy to examples from phonology, where some
languages enforce a very unfaithful realization of loan words or foreign names
that fall outside the phonological patterns of a language (as exemplified by (9)
above). Thus, the language-particular ineffability problem arising in numeration-
as-input approaches is not a problem under a global meaning-based conceptual-
ization of the input.

The considerations in this subsection have shown that while a competition-
based construal of dedicated derivational subprocesses may be fruitful in order
to systematically derive typological patters for a certain submodule of a broader
derivational theory of grammar, the original OT idea of deriving all cross-lingual
differences – and thus learnability – as an effect of constraint reranking presup-
poses a comprehensive global competition among all alternative candidate ex-
pressions for a given underlying meaning. For capturing constraint evaluation
in global competition with a derivational base formalism, there does not seem
to be a good alternative to using representational traces of the (abstract) deriva-
tional process inherent to each candidate representation.

Bresnan’s (1996) recasting of Grimshaw’s (1997) account of extended projec-
tions – employing Extended Head Theory as sketched in Section 1 – can be
viewed as a blueprint of a strategy that translates some relevant key aspects
of a derivational approach into a representational approach. So, one can effec-
tively view OT-LFG not only as an OT extension of the LFG framework; it also
provides a feasible implementation for LF-as-input approaches, in particular a
whole range of work that follows the general spirit of Grimshaw’s (1997) pro-
posal.

To sum up the previous and this section, OT-LFG as proposed by Bresnan
(1996, 2000, 2001a, 2002) spells out a conceptualization of OT syntax that allows
for a clean and comprehensive separation of language-independent candidate
generation and violable constraints capturing the spectrum of typological varia-
tion. LFG’s representational framework makes this separation conceptually sim-
ple. Global competition, for instance between morphological vs. syntactic means
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of expressing for realizing an underlying feature is naturally accounted for since
LFG assumes parallel correspondence among all representational structures.

2.4 OT-LFG: Computational considerations

Conceptually straightforward as it is, the idea of relying on feature structure sub-
sumption to define the set of candidate analyses (i.e., tuples of c-structure, fully
specified f-structure and potentially more LFG projections) in Gen as specified
in Section 2.2 raised computational concerns. Johnson (1998) points to the issue
that the parsing problem for an OT-LFG grammar is undecidable in the general
case. To solve the parsing problem given a string 𝑠, all optimal analyses have to
be found that have 𝑠 as the yield of their c-structure tree.20

Figure 4 from Kuhn (2003: 173) illustrates the procedure with a semi-abstract
example. In a first step (i) all potentially underlying input representations have
to be found. This can be achieved by standard LFG parsing (which is decidable),
using the base grammar that defines the set of all universally available candidate
structures. The input information is by definition part of the f-structure in each
candidate. This predicate-argument structure representation has to be filtered
out (step (ii)). In a next step (iii), for each potential underlying input representa-
tion, the set of all candidates has to be generated (including the original as well
as all alternative full c-structure/f-structure tuples); the constraints are applied
to each candidate (iv) and the most harmonic candidate can be determined, given
the relevant constraint ranking. This candidate is only included in the set of valid
analyses for the original string 𝑠 if 𝑠 is indeed the yield of the optimal candidate
(v).

We note that step (iii) involves generation with an LFG-type grammar from a
partially specified f-structure. Wedekind (1999) shows that the general problem
of generation from partial f-structures, given some LFG grammar, is undecid-
able. This implies that there could be cases in which the candidate set for a given
input f-structure cannot be computed, so it would also be impossible to deter-
mine the effect of an OT system. However, Wedekind also points out that the
decidability problem for generation with plain LFGs occurs only with certain
technical feature representations that are not used to represent the semantics
of natural-language sentences. How does this translate to the application of an

20Johnson (1998) assumes stronger conditions for the optimal candidate: the input representation
determined in the first step needs to be included in the optimal analysis of the string. This
corresponds to (strong) bidirectional optimality, as discussed in Section 4.4. For standard OT,
only the production-based competition is relevant, as assumed in the remainder of this section.
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Figure 4: Illustration from Kuhn (2003: 173) for the parsing procedure
for a standard OT system, with grammaticality based on production-
based optimality.

LFG-style grammar in OT candidate generation? Is it possible to formulate re-
strictions on admissible partial f-structures and thus guarantee decidability of
the parsing problem?

Potentially problematic cases are candidates that include violations of faithful-
ness constraints, as they are for instance assumed to derive do-insertion in Eng-
lish questions (Bresnan 2000: ex. 44). As we will see in the following, restrictions
on the formalism can be devised that guarantee decidability but nevertheless per-
mit the use of faithfulness constraints to derive syntactic variation of this kind.
Taking advantage of the explanatory potential of OT, Bresnan’s (2000) analysis
does not stipulate a special, pred-less lexicon entry in do insertion (like in stan-
dard LFG), but derives insertion of an additional verb as a consequence of the
ranking of violable constraints. To achieve this effect, the Gen function underly-
ing in this system has to be able to add “unfaithful material” quite freely. Does
this mean that we are confronted with the decidability problem?
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As Kuhn (2003: ch. 4) discusses, the option of adding unlimited amounts of ma-
terial in a candidate is not only undesirable from a computational point of view. It
also goes against the key idea of treating all candidates as potential verbalizations
of some identifiable semantic content. The definition of Gen should therefore be
restricted in such a way that the candidates’ f-structures (i.e., the interpretable
part of the representation) are not only subsumed by the input f-structure, they
alsomay not contain any additional semantic information.21 With this restriction,
it can be guaranteed that the set of candidates stays computationally tractable
(Kuhn 2002, Kuhn 2003: 199ff). The definition (10) above already incorporated
the necessary restriction.

[ pred ‘do’ ] 𝜆
[ tns past ] 𝜆

⎡⎢⎢⎢
⎣

pred ‘say(x, y)’
subj [ pred ‘pro’ ]
obj [ pred ‘pro’ ]
tns past

⎤⎥⎥⎥
⎦

𝜙

[ pred ‘say’ ] 𝜆

IP

NP

she

I′

I

did

VP

V′

V

say

NP

that

Figure 5: Illustration of a candidate incurring a faithfulness violation,
following the technical formalization of Kuhn (2003: 112); c-structure
nodes project not only to f-structure (via function 𝜙), but also to a (very
local) lexical structure (via function 𝜆).

Figure 5 illustrates a formalization of faithfulness violations that is compati-
ble with this restriction and can be used to derive do insertion in English. The
key idea from Bresnan (2000: ex. 44) is that the lexical contribution of elements
that are inserted “unfaithfully” (as a way of satisfying some other constraint

21It is allowed for candidates to contain additional non-semantic f-structure information and
material at the level of c-structure and other projections; this is unproblematic for decidability,
since the amount of information that can be added is bounded by the size of the grammar.
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that is higher-ranking than faithfulness) does not make it into the candidate’s
f-structure. The technical operationalization from Kuhn (2003: 112) uses a spe-
cial 𝜆-projection to keep track of all lexical contributions from the words, which
may ormay not re-appear in f-structure. In case they do not re-appear, a violation
of a faithfulness constraint (Dep-IO) will be recorded by Eval.

The lexical entries underlying the analysis in Figure 5 are specified as shown
in (14) (adapted from Kuhn 2003: ex. 140):

(14) did I 𝑔1 = 𝜆(ℳ∗)
(𝑔1 pred) = ‘do’
{ 𝑔1 =↑ }
𝑔2 = 𝜆(ℳ∗)
(𝑔2 tns) = past
{ 𝑔2 =↑ }

say V 𝑔1 = 𝜆(ℳ∗)
(𝑔1 pred) = ‘say’
{ 𝑔1 =↑ }

In these entries, the functional annotations make use of local metavariables (such
as 𝑔1 and 𝑔2) in the following way: The equation 𝑔1 = 𝜆(ℳ∗) defines 𝑔1 as the
variable name for an attribute-value structure that is 𝜆-projected from the current
element’s c-structuralmother (= the node I for did). The equation (𝑔1 pred) = ‘do’
introduces a pred feature and value into the attribute-value structure. The third
equation { 𝑔1 =↑ } identifies the local l-structure with the c-structural elements
normal f-structure (i.e., its 𝜙-projection; recall that ↑ is defined as ℳ∗). What is
crucial is that the third equation is enclosed in curly brackets, whichmeans that it
is applied optionally. Hence, the lexical specificationwill either be included in the
f-structure or not. (Since the rest of the LFG structure leads to an identification
of the f-structure projected from did and from say, maximally one of the two
entries can introduce their pred value to f-structure.)

The enormous variation opened up by this optionality is controlled by the
faithfulness constraint Dep-IO, which in this setup can be formalized as in (15):

(15) Dep-IO (referred to as Fill in early OT work)
General OT formulation (Kager 1999: 68): ‘Output segments must have
input correspondents.’

(atomic-f-str(⋆) →
∀𝑛, 𝑃.[(cat(𝑛) ∧ feature-path(𝑃) ∧ (𝜆(𝑛)𝑃) = ⋆) → (𝜙(𝑛)𝑃) = ⋆])
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“For all categories 𝑛 and feature paths 𝑃 , if ⋆ is an atomic value under 𝑃 in
the 𝜆-projection from 𝑛, then ⋆ is also the value under 𝑃 in the
𝜙-projection from 𝑛.”

Recall that in the application of the Eval function, every structural element in
a candidate representation – i.e., every c-structure node, every local f-structure,
and also every local l-structure – will be tested for all constraints. For the top-
most l-structure seen in Figure 5, ⋆ will be instantiated to the pred-value ‘do’,
which is an atomic f-structure and which is also in the 𝜆-projection of a node 𝑛
(namely I) under a path 𝑝 (namely pred). So to satisfy the Dep-IO faithfulness
constraint, pred ‘do’ should also be in the f-structure for I, which it is not. This
leads to the desired effect of capturing an insertion in c-structure which has no
correspondence in f-structure as a Dep-IO violation.

To sum up, the insertions that are required to implement a generalized OT
account are compatible with the restricted definition of Gen. By definition, the
semantic information in a candidate’s f-structure is always the same as the se-
mantic information in the underspecified input f-structure Φin. Additional mate-
rial can only occur in locally projected l-structures. While it is not forbidden to
have infinitely many distinct candidate structures for an input f-structure, the re-
striction keeps the candidate set computationally tractable (Kuhn 2003: ch. 6).22

2.5 Excursion: The cognitive status of “directional” candidate set
specification

As established in the previous subsection, it is possible to provide a declarative
formal characterization of the language generated by an OT system. Thanks to
the non-derivational character of (tuples of) LFG structures, it is possible to use
the sharing of the semantic part of the structures as the defining element for can-
didate sets (independent of the question of how a computational system might
be implemented that takes a string of words as an input and produces all fully
specified LFG structure tuples with that surface string that are optimal for some
input according to the OT system for a given language). Moreover, it can be
shown that the task of determining whether a string of words is in the language
generated by an OT system is not computationally undecidable. This subsection
is an excursion that discusses a reaction that LFG practitioners might have when
confronted with the multi-step breakdown of the abstract parsing task for an
(LFG-based) OT system sketched in Figure 4: the assumption of a back and forth

22Exploiting results from Kaplan & Wedekind (2000), recursive loops that lead to infinite candi-
date sets can be captured in a tractable way.
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of generation and parsing processes seems to go against the goal of developing
a cognitively plausible model architecture to capture grammatical knowledge.

The intuitive algorithmic breakdown of parsing with plain LFG does not carry
over to parsing in the OT-LFG framework, which necessarily has to incorporate
a production-based directionality, while parsing models comprehension. Parsing
with a plain LFG grammar follows the logic of the structure specification step by
step: given a string, matching lexicon entries and c-structure rewrite rules are
used to construct a set of c-structure trees spanning the string. To narrow the
set down to the trees which correspond to a valid f-structure, functional descrip-
tions from the lexical annotations and the rule annotations are then taken into
account in a process of model construction (in a feature logic), and wherever we
find a valid f-structure, we have one possible analysis for the input string. The in-
tuitive simplicity of the algorithmic breakdown has presumably played a role in
the attraction of the LFG formalism as a psychologically realistic framework – in
particular as it contrastedwith themodel of Chomskyan derivational approaches,
whichworkwith a notion of an underlying deep structure (D-structure or numer-
ation). The theoretically motivated transformation of an underlying deep struc-
ture into a surface structure does capture intuitions regarding the highly system-
atic relationship between expressions like the cat drinks milk and what does the
cat drink? or between she saw the cat and the cat was seen. But in comprehension,
a listener is confronted with the linear string from a surface structure (say, the
cat was seen), and there is no cognitively intuitive algorithmic process that leads
back to conceivable underlying deep structures. When spelling out a parsing pro-
cedure with OT-LFG, we now find ourselves in a similar situation: if we translate
the bidirectional characterization of the set of valid structures for a given string
into an algorithmic procedure, we do not arrive at a plausible rendition of what
could be going on in comprehension.

One might suspect that these considerations challenge the cognitive plausi-
bility of Optimality Theory. It should be noted however that there is an over-
simplification in the reasoning that assumes a direct conceptual mapping of a
declarative specification of some function (such as the function from a string of
words to a set of c-structures associated with valid f-structures) to the seemingly
straightforward algorithmic breakdown of this function. It is misleading in the
general case to assume that an intuitively appealing translation of a composite
function into some procedure is the only option for realizing the theoretically
motivated function in a cognitive system. As a matter of fact, there would be no
computationally tractable parsers for standard LFG if one relied on the simple-
most translation of the conceptual steps underlying grammatical specification
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in LFG into an algorithm. As the discussion in Maxwell & Kaplan (1996) illus-
trates, LFG parsing performs a highly sophisticated interleaving of the various
sources of grammatical and lexical knowledge. Vice versa, Edward Stabler’s work
on the formalization of Chomskyan derivational grammar models (e.g., Stabler
2011, 2013) shows that algorithmic solutions do not have to stick to the seemingly
counterintuitive procedures in the underlying theoretical characterization.

The complicated procedural breakdown of the parsing task for OT systems fol-
lows in fact from the decision to incorporate an important consideration into the
conceptualization of grammatical knowledge that has nothing to do with the pro-
cedural knowledge needed for parsing a particular given input string, but rather
reflects a language learner’s and adult speaker’s conscious or tacit knowledge
of the expressive potential that lies in the language system: for a speaker of lan-
guage X to know the grammatical way of expressing something in X amounts to
knowing which other potential ways of expressing the same thing are not avail-
able in X.23 During the acquisition of X, the speaker will have learned from ex-
posure to adult speakers’ language behavior which realizational variants can be
completely excluded. So, the adult speaker’s grammatical knowledgemaywell be
thought of computationally as a “hard-wired” input-output mapping that freezes
the patterns which have stabilized in the competition system (superseding a dy-
namic acquisition phase, during which the relevant constraint rerankings were
triggered for language learner).

As a side note, the “pre-compilation” of a cascade of optimality constraints
with their step-by-step filtering effect into a single input-output function was
subject to research in the context of OT systems that can be fully formalized
with finite-state systems. Karttunen (1998) proposed a special finite-state opera-
tor (so-called lenient composition) that has the effect of turning a sequence of
individual constraints formulated as transducers into a single transducer with
the same effect as an OT competition.24 To achieve a similar computational ef-
fect for a syntactic OT-LFG system, the internal data structures built up dur-
ing parsing (following a chart-based or dynamic programming approach) would
have to be re-designed to simultaneously incorporate a production-based and
a comprehension-based directionality – which could then be instantiated in a
single bottom-up algorithmic pass, avoiding direct bidirectionality processing
(compare the “interleaved” bidirectional processing approach proposed in Kuhn

23When working with a classical grammar formalism, the formal model of a speaker’s grammat-
ical knowledge provides no way of making this differential knowledge explicit, yet to arrive
at a particular formal grammar in language acquisition, the learner must have pruned away
certain realization options that the language under consideration does not exploit.

24A similar approach is discussed by Frank & Satta (1998).
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2000b). Sincework in computational linguistics focusing on learningwithout any
language-specific prior knowledge had already reached a relatively advanced
state using different approaches, there was no substantial practical interest in
putting the full OT-LFG account to use on a larger scale.

2.6 OT-style constraint ranking in broad-coverage grammars

Section 1.2 provided an illustration of the constraint ranking mechanism imple-
mented in the XLE system, which is widely used in grammar development. The
examples showed how violable constraints allow grammarwriters to include rule
variants for infrequently occurring constructions without causing a proliferation
of implausible readings for canonical constructions.25

The XLE implementation of violable constraints via a special 𝑜-projection pro-
vides some furthermechanisms that are of high practical value in broad-coverage
grammar development. The specification of the ranking of the optimality marks
in (16) illustrates some of these mechanisms. We will shortly go through a num-
ber of details, but first of all we note that the ranking is specified in the configu-
ration section of the grammar code. This means that the relative ranking of the
marks (and hence of the soft constraints) can be adjusted for different application
scenarios of the grammar without changing the grammar code itself. Thus the
ranking specification can be used to flexibly adjust the grammar to peculiarities
of certain language registers or text domains.

(16) OPTIMALITYORDER +PPasOBL (UnderstoodObj
TypeCoercionToTimeNoun) NOGOOD Missing3SgMarking
STOPPOINT Fragment.

In (16), the highest-ranking mark PPasOBL is preceded by a plus sign. This in-
dicates that in the filtering of analyses, the mark is not considered to be nega-
tive, but positive. When the available readings differ in the count of PPasOBL,
the ones with the maximal number of marks survive. This provides grammar
writers with a way of giving preference to a certain variant rather than having
to “punish” a different variant, which, depending on the feature representation
adopted, may be impractical. Rule (17) exemplifies the introduction of PPasOBL
as a preference mark for the oblique object analysis of PPs (like in wait for some-
one). The oblique reading will be preferred over the alternative of analyzing the

25Computationally, we can note in the light of Section 2.4 that XLE’s OT-style constraint ranking
is not normally used to modify the notion of grammaticality from the base grammar; hence,
the additional complexity of a two-way application of the grammar in parsing and generation
mode does not arise.
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PP as an adjunct whenever both are available. This has the effect of reducing the
number of parses for a considerable number of input sentences. In real-world
uses of grammars, the available information makes it often hard to make an in-
formed decision. So, in many application scenarios, it may be preferrable to make
a (more or less arbitrary) decision in favor of one of the variants.26

(17) VP ⟶ V
↑=↓ ( NP

(↑ obj)=↓)
PP*

{ ↓ ∈ (↑ adj)
| (↑ obl𝜃 )=↓

PPasOBL ∈ 𝑜(*) }

The ranking in (16) also illustrates the workings of parentheses and of some
specially defined keywords. The marks UnderstoodObj and TypeCoercionTo-
TimeNoun, which were introduced in Section 1.2, are now jointly enclosed in
parentheses to treat them as equally ranked. In grammar writing practice, such
constraint ties are frequently used for phenomena that are independent from
each other, since there is no grammar-internal justification for giving preference
to one of them.

To the right of the two we see the mark NOGOOD. This is a predefined key-
word that has the effect that all marks that follow receive a special interpretation
that is best explained with a concrete example. Consider Missing3SgMarking:
this mark is introduced in the definition of the template SubjNon3SgAgr in (18).
This template is used in present tense verb forms of English like I laugh or they
laugh. There is a similar template for third-person singular forms like she laughs.
The third disjunct in (18) covers the use of the form laugh with a third-person
singular NP like in *she laugh, which is ungrammatical in standard English. By
providing this option, the grammar will robustly cover agreement mistakes or it
can be used for varieties of English that include this variant.

(18) SubjNon3SgAgr ≡ { (↑ subj num) = pl
| (↑ subj num) = sg (↑ subj pers) ~= 3
| (↑ subj num) = sg (↑ subj pers) = 3
Missing3SgMarking ∈ 𝑜(*) }

26Contrary to the situation with very infrequent constructions that were discussed in Section 1.2,
the filtering may here have the effect that a contextually inappropriate analysis is chosen over
the more appropriate analysis (for instance in Sue was waiting for hours). But in a range of
applications this may not be too problematic, while a reduction of the sources of ambiguity
can be extremely helpful during the process of extending the grammar or fixing a certain
problem. When the grammar is used in application scenarios in which it can be harmful to
occasionally choose the contextually inappropriate variant, the preference mark can simply
be taken out of the ranking specification, so the parser outputs both variants.
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With the ranking specified as in (16), she laugh will receive an analysis; however
due to the use of the NOGOOD mark, it will be labeled as ungrammatical by the
parsing system.

A last point illustrated by (16) is the predefined mark STOPPOINT. This mark
offers a way for grammar writers to control the computational behavior of the
parser. Putting an optimality mark to the right of STOPPOINT (like Fragment
in the example) has the effect that the functional descriptions that it marks will
not be used at all in the first pass of running the parser. However, if parsing
leads to an empty set of valid analyses, the parser will be reset for a second pass,
this time including marks like Fragment. This mechanism can be used to make
the grammar more robust without compromising the runtimes of the parser for
“well-behaved” input sentences. A typical example for using STOPPOINT in the
ParGram grammars is as part of a fall-back option for covering strings that do not
receive an analysis with the standard root symbol of the grammar. An artificial
category like FRS (for fragments) is provided as an alternative root symbol. (19)
is a schematic depiction of a recursive rule for such a category. Its purpose is to
collect c-structure fragments such as NPs, PPs and certain incomplete verb pro-
jections. With such a rule, problematic input sentences (e.g., with misspellings
or rare constructions) will still receive an analysis for the parts that are covered
correctly. The partial f-structure contributions are collected in a first/rest data
structure. Note that each fragment introduces one Fragment mark, so the fil-
tering mechanism will output the option with the fewest (i.e., on average the
largest) fragments. It is even possible to use several instances of STOPPOINT in
a ranking to potentially trigger several resets.

(19) FRS ⟶ { NP
(↑ first)=↓
Fragment

∈ 𝑜(*)

| PP
(↑ first)=↓
Fragment

∈ 𝑜(*)

| VP
(↑ first)=↓

(↑ subj pred)=‘pro’
Fragment ∈ 𝑜(*)

} ( FRS
(↑ rest)=↓)

As the various mechanisms we briefly discussed show, a flexible ranking for
specially marked parts of the grammar conveniently puts grammar writers in a
position of exerting control over the set of valid structures that an LFG grammar
will assign to a given input string in parsing (and similarly for a given input
f-structure in generation).27

27One way of looking at the addition of rankable constraints to an LFG grammar writer’s means
of expression is to include ideas from grammatical frameworks that never factorized the task
of disambiguation out, most notably Constraint Grammar (Karlsson 1990).
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An alternative approach to controlling the space of ambiguities is the use of
probabilistic techniques, which have been widely applied in the context of struc-
tural analysis of realistically occurring language (Collins 1997, Riezler et al. 2000,
2002). Here, the approach to the ambiguity problem is to rely on supervised train-
ing of probabilistic models that predict the distribution of alternative linguistic
representation structures, dependent on a variety of contextual factors. If a suf-
ficiently large training corpus is available that was manually disambiguated by
competent speakers of the language, a so-called treebank, the complex interac-
tion of knowledge sources on the contextually appropriate choice of readings can
be captured quite reliably. When the sentences parsed in the application scenario
are similar enough to the training corpus, the disambiguation quality that can be
reached is typically higher than in a knowledge engineering approach of classi-
cal grammar writing, since statistically relevant patterns of all kinds (e.g., word
order preferences, lexical-semantic argument selection preferences, but even sta-
tistical effects unrelated to grammatical knowledge) are learned “in passing”.

The XLE system offers both the optimality ranking approach discussed in this
section and a probabilistic filtering approach that relies on supervised treebank
training. In the practice of broad-coverage grammar development with a highly
expressive formalism such as LFG, both mechansisms have their place and a com-
bination is arguably the most effective way to go: a probabilistic approach ex-
ploits the empirical distribution of interacting factors, such that a sufficiently
expressive probabilistic formalism (or machine learning model) will induce im-
plicit statistical knowledge even about patterns that could not (yet) be captured
in symbolic terms (see, e.g., Cahill et al. 2007, Forst 2007). On the downside how-
ever, a plain probabilistic approach leaves little leeway for grammar writers to
inject specific symbolic knowledge about certain constructions. By using sym-
bolic optimality ranking as a pre-filter for the set of candidate analyses going
into treebank training, the grammar writers can easily experiment with alterna-
tive strategies (King et al. 2000).28

28It has to be noted that in the combined setup, the grammar writer is not in a very informed
position to determine the relative ranking among the optimality constraints for multiple differ-
ent linguistic constructions – for instance UnderstoodObj and TypeCoercionToTimeNoun
from Section 1.2. This is something that an empirically informed training procedure can do
better. The utility of symbolic soft constraints for linguistically informed ambiguity manage-
ment lies more in the flexibility of experimenting with preference, dispreference and delayed
execution (via one or more STOPPOINT marks) of constraints. By leaving the ranking of OT
marks within a section (before NOGOOD, between NOGOOD and STOPPOINT, etc.) very flat
through the use of parentheses, the ranking decision is postponed to the subsequent proba-
bilistic filtering module.
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There are a number of publications that report on the use of ranked constraints
in various contexts of grammar specification, for instance Zaenen & Crouch
(2009), Bögel et al. (2009), Dione (2014).

3 Linguistic applications of the competition-based
concept of grammaticality

Section 2.6 provided details on the OT-style ranking mechanism that offers very
effective functionality for ambiguity management in broad-coverage grammar
development. We now go back to the original, theoretically motivated OT syntax
model that employs competition among candidates to determine the grammatical
way of expressing an underlyingmeaning. Themodel has been broadly employed
to (a) systematically derive variation patterns within a language and (b) predict
typological patterns across languages.

A broad range of syntactic phenomena have been addressed with OT syntax
approaches. We will take a closer look at a few accounts in this and the subse-
quent sections – mostly to illustrate some specific properties of OT systems, in
particular in the guise of OT-LFG and extensions that have been proposed. A full
overview of all important phenomena addressed in the literature is beyond the
scope of this chapter.29 This section focuses on two important predictive schemes
that the OT approach offers at the interface between syntax and morphology.
Section 3.1 shows how morphological blocking phenomena can be derived in a
very general way. Section 3.2 reviews the harmonic alignment account of the
typological spectrum of differences in argument linking.

3.1 Generalizing blocking accounts to incorporate
morphology-syntax competition

LFG’s system of corresponding parallel representations can be straightforwardly
integrated in the competition-based grammaticality account of OT. This opens
up a path for formulating a generalized theory of morphological blocking that
was described before a generic mechanism of comparison was included in the
overall formal framework. Prominent examples are the accounts by Andrews
(1982, 1990), building on top of the Elsewhere Principle from phonology (An-
derson 1969). The idea of morphological blocking offers an explanation of how

29Important areas excluded for space reasons are for instance positional alignment accounts of
phrase structure such as Sells (1999, 2001). Sten Vikner and collaborators have worked out a
detailed account of object shift in OT (Vikner 2001, Engels & Vikner 2014).
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within a morphological paradigm such as the inflection of English verbs in pres-
ent tense, an unmarked form (like laugh) can fill all cells in which no explicitly
marked form (like the third person singular form laughs) is available. When al-
ternative forms are available that express different degrees of specificity with
respect to certain morphosyntactic features, the existence of a marked form for
some specific feature combination (or position in a morphological paradigm)
blocks the use of an unmarked form for this particular combination: laughs,
which is marked for person and number (to the values 3 and singular, respec-
tively), blocks the unmarked laugh, which is underspecified for person and num-
ber. Technically, Andrews (1982) proposes a blocking condition which states that
a less specifically marked form A cannot be used in a position X if there is a form
B that comes with a more specific marking, subsumed by A’s specification.

With a competition-based definition of grammaticality, blocking effects can
be construed as a consequence of general constraint interaction (Bresnan 2002,
2001a): the unmarked form is assumed to incur faithfulness violations, since it
does not explicitly realize the underlying feature information in the input. For
each inflectional category, a faithfulness constraint (e.g., faithnum for number)
checks whether a surface form accurately marks the underlying feature. On the
other hand, a markedness constraint is assumed for each specific feature value,
punishing the explicit marking of this value (e.g., *pl “avoid marking the plural
explicitly”, *sg “avoid marking the singular”). The markedness constraints imple-
ment the tendency in natural language to keep expressions as concise as possible.
On the basis of these two antagonist constraints, learning their relative ranking
for a given language30 has the effect of learning in which paradigm cells to use
a marked form vs. the unmarked form:31 if *pl outranks faithnum in a language,
the plural (of the word class under consideration) is realized by an unmarked
form in this language; under the reverse ranking, a marked form is used for plu-
ral. For fusional morphology, in which a single morpheme (like for instance the
-s in English present tense verb forms) can realize person and number simultane-
ously, conjunctive faithfulness constraints to sets of inflectional categories have
to be assumed besides faithfulness to an individual inflectional category, for in-
stance faithpers&num (Bresnan 2001a: ex. 22). The verb inflection paradigm for
present tense in modern English can be predicted by the following ranking: *pl,
*1, *2 ≫ faithpers&num ≫ *sg, *3 ≫ faithpers, faithnum. Plural as well as first

30The learner acquires the constraint ranking through exposure to output produced by adult
speakers; the speakers’ underlying input has to be inferred from the situational context.

31To capture the finegrained differentiations inherent to inflectional paradigms, the faithfulness
constraints have to be parametrized, for instance to specific verbs/verb classes for which learn-
ers have to learn distinct patterns.
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and second person is never marked, since the markedness constraints for these
feature values outrank all faithfulness constraints. For the combination of per-
son singular and number 3, a fusional form is used, since faithfulness to the
combination of person and number outranks the markedness constraints *sg
and *3. For the other person/number combinations, the fully unmarked form
(laugh) is used, since faithpers and faithnum rank lower than the markedness
constraints *sg and *3.

Given this characterization of the task of learning inflectional paradigms, the
following typological spectrum is opened up by the interaction of faithfulness
and markedness constraints: (i) when the markedness constraints outrank all
faithfulness constraints, a paradigm with no inflectional distinctions follows; (ii)
when faithfulness outranks all markedness constraints, all paradigm cells go
along with an explicit forms; (iii) blocking effects occur when faithfulness is
ranked in between certain markedness constraints. The account then predicts
features (or feature combinations) whose markedness constraints outrank faith-
fulness to be realized by an unmarked form.

The OT-LFG framework makes it even possible to generalize the OT account
of blocking to situations where it is not just alternative synthetic word forms that
could be used to express an underlying feature bundle, but syntactically complex
expressions are an additional alternative. Speakers of English have learned for in-
stance when to use the analytical realization of a comparative adjective or adverb
(such as more quickly) instead of a synthetic realizations (such as *quicklier). In
LFG’s system of imperfect correspondence among parallel representations (Bres-
nan 2001b), such alternatives are just different surface realizations of the same
f-structure. Now, the set-up in OT-LFG is to have such alternatives compete for
the status of the most harmonic candidate. It is clearly possible for a theorist to
find constraint sets that will lead to analytical realization of a phenomenon in
one language an synthetic realization in another. This alone may not be consid-
ered a strong argument in favor of a competition-based framework using parallel
representation structure like LFG. However, when it can be shown that having
analytical and synthetic alternatives side-by-side in the candidate set for realiz-
ing an input (i.e., expanding the same partial f-structure) leads to a systematic
explanation of variability in inflection paradigms that mix analytical and syn-
thetic realizations – via a generalization of the morphological blocking effect –
this constitutes persuasive evidence that the architecture of the theoretical ac-
count does capture aspects of the human cognitive system quite well. This is
exactly what Bresnan (2001a) achieves by the account of negation in varieties of
English she proposes.
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The tableaux in Figure 6 illustrate competitions among different analytic c-
structural realizations of negation; in Bresnan (2001a: ex. 43), these tableaux serve
to motivate the constraint set for an account in which an analytical form blocks
a synthetic form. The analysis assumes two alternative realizations for the nega-
tion of verbs or auxiliaries in English: not can adjoin to the auxiliary itself, which
is realized in I0, or it can adjoin to the VP. (For the modal verb can, the ortho-
graphic rules of English happen to make the distinction visible in the written
form.) By hypothesis, both alternatives can have the meaning of a wide-scope
negation, but only the latter can mean negation of the VP. Bresnan assumes
one markedness constraint for each of the two possible sites for adjoining nega-
tion, *neg-vp and *neg-i; in English *neg-vp is ranked higher than *neg-i. Faith-
fulness to the negation scope (i.e., the constraint faithneg) however is ranked
higher than both markedness constraints. As an effect, the neg-i option (cannot)
arises as the optimal realization for a wide-scope reading of negation, whereas
the more marked analytic form (can not) is required to express the VP scope of
negation.

¬(poss(work(he))) faithneg *neg-vp *neg-i

� a. he cannot have been working ∗
b. he can not have been working ∗!

poss(¬(work(he))) faithneg *neg-vp *neg-i

a. he cannot have been working ∗! ∗
� b. he can not have been working ∗

Figure 6: Two tableaux from Bresnan (2001a: ex. 43)

For the realization of negated forms of the auxiliary be in various varieties of
English, analytical forms compete with synthetic forms: the negated third per-
son singular can be realized as is not or as isn’t. Moreover, a synthetic form that
is unmarked for person and number is available: aren’t. Interestingly, although
Standard English has a marked form for declarative first person singular (am),
there is a lexical gap for the negated first person singular.32 In negated interrog-
ative clauses, this gap is – for many speakers – filled by the unmarked aren’t
(examples from Bresnan 2001a: ex. 14-15):

(20) a. * Am I not going?
b. I am not going.

32For synchronic learnability of such an idiosyncratic gap, it is not relevant how the gap came
about. Bresnan (2001a: fn. 26) mentions stigmatization of an older synthetic form ain’t as a
potential explanation.
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(21) a. Aren’t I going?
b. * I aren’t going.

This effect can be derived in an OT-LFG analysis that assumes high-ran-
king markedness constraints punishing analytic negation adjoining either to C0
(which would yield *Am not I going?) or to VP (yielding (20a) (Bresnan 2001a:
ex. 61-63). These markedness constraints outrank the constraint faithpers&num

be ,
which regulates faithfulness to the person and number feature for the auxiliary
be. A hypothetical synthetic form *amn’t marked for person and number is un-
available due to the idiosyncratic lexical gap in English that was just discussed.

How can the grammatical framework model that a person acquiring English
learns about such an idiosyncratic gap? In the OT framework, it has been pro-
posed to assume a constraint lex parametrized for specific lexical material and
incurring a violation whenever it is used. Learners of a language with an idiosyn-
cratic gap will rank the respective lex constraint above all other constraints (be-
cause adult speakers never use this material when one would expect them to,
based on the context).33 For the English speakers using (21a) rather than (20a) to
fill the lexical gap in the interrogative case, the third analytical option, adjoining
negation to I0, is ranked lower than faithpers&num

be . This has the effect that the
pattern in (20)/(21) is predicted: when be can be realized in I0 as is the case in
a declarative clause, the fully marked analytic form is the most harmonic; in a
question however, where be is in C0, the unmarked form aren’t wins out.

This analysis demonstrates the explanatory potential coming from a competi-
tion-based account of grammaticality that makes distinct grammatical means
available in candidate sets based on an input corresponding to the underlying
content.

3.2 Harmonic alignment

In many languages, certain properties that argument phrases like subjects and
objects can bear (e.g., first person vs. third person, full NP vs. pronoun, overt
case marking, but also the choice of grammatical relation itself) are correlated
with the availability of grammatical syntactic realization options, for instance in

33Note that assuming constraints sensitive to specific lexical material in a language does not go
against the principle of richness of the base, which excludes language-particular restrictions
on the candidate set. However, it is not fully compatible with the assumption of a (finite) uni-
versal set of constraints. From the point of view of learning algorithms, it seems quite plausible
however that instances of some constraint schema can be parametrized by lexical items that
the learner has added to their inventory. See also van der Beek & Bouma (2004) for a discussion
of language-particular lexicon properties within OT-LFG.
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a clause with a transitive verbs. In the Australian language Dyirbal for example,
the case marking patterns for transitive verbs are sensitive to such properties:
“1st/2nd person pronouns are marked when they are objects, but not when they
are subjects” (Aissen 1999: 674). When looking at the distribution of the relevant
properties across languages, typologists have made the following observation: it
is possible to organize these properties along markedness scales in such a way
that the different scales tend to align with each other (Silverstein 1976). In a re-
lational scale, subjects are used for the most salient/central arguments, followed
by objects for less salient arguments, followed by obliques. In terms of thematic
roles, agents are more prominent than patients. Animacy hierarchies have first
and second person pronominals at the top of the scale, followed by third per-
son pronouns, common nouns referring to humans, to animate referents and fi-
nally inanimate referents. Aissen (1999, 2003) develops an influential OT syntax
account34 demonstrating that many fine-grained observations from typological
studies can be explained when the following assumption is made: the OT con-
straints that make reference to the various markedness or prominence scales
cannot be arbitrarily (re-)ranked, but there are universal subhierarchies that are
imposed over families of related constraints. These subhierarchies, technically
implemented by the mechanism of harmonic alignment, have the effect that the
various different markedness or prominence scales are systematically aligned.35

For certain pairs of constraints, the relative prominence is fixed a priori,36 while
their interaction with other factors can still be freely learned from the observa-
tions.

For instance, Aissen’s (1999) account explains the split ergativity patterns in
Dyirbal, where under specific conditions argument phrases are realized without
case marking: the subject is generally unmarked when it is first or second person;
the object is unmarked when it is third person. When the subject is third person,
case has to be marked; likewise when the object is first or second person. (22)
shows the OT subhierarchies that ensure the alignment of the relational scale
and the person scale (combining first and second person as “local”). In essence,
it is more marked to align a high element from one scale with a low element

34Aissen does not explicitly couch her account in an OT-LFG setting, but it is fully compatible
and has greatly influenced subsequent OT-LFG work.

35The technique of harmonic alignment across prominence scales was already introduced by
Prince & Smolensky (1993) for phonological features (sonority and syllable structure).

36Zeevat & Jäger (2002) demonstrate that the effect of the subhierarchies may also follow empir-
ically from a systematic skewedness in patterns of usage. To the extent that this skewedness
follows from invariant aspects of human social interaction, etc., it is presumably hard to tell
empirically whether a priori rankings should be assumed within in the language faculty.
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from another scale than to align either two high elements (Su/local) or two low
elements (Ob/3rd).

(22) a. *Su/3rd ≫ *Su/local
b. *Ob/local ≫ *Ob/3rd

To capture the case marking patterns, each of the alignment constraints is
locally conjoined with the constraint *∅case, which punishes expressions that
do not use overt marking for the respective combination – similar to faithfulness
constraints. Local conjunction (𝐶1 & 𝐶2) of two distinct OT constraints 𝐶1 and
𝐶2 within a given local domain 𝐷 is a mechanism that captures the fact that in
certain cases, it can bemoremarkedwhen the two constraints are violatedwithin
the same local domain, for instance the same argument phrase, than when there
are two independent violations of 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 (Smolensky 1995). Since the local
conjunction 𝐶1 & 𝐶2 can be ranked independent of the individual constraints,
special markedness patterns that are sensitive to the conjunction can be learned.

In Aissen’s (1999) account, the universal subhierarchies assumed for alignment
constraints like *Su/3rd carry over to the family of their local conjunctions:

(23) *∅case & *Su/3rd ≫ *∅case & *Su/local

Learning the casemarking patterns for a particular language amounts to learning
where within the universal subhierarchy a structural markedness constraint for
the relevant grammatical feature is placed in that language – here the constraint
*Structcase. In Dyirbal, *Structcase splits up both of the two hierarchies from
(22):

(24) a. *∅case & *Su/3rd ≫ *Structcase ≫ *∅case & *Su/local
b. *∅case & *Ob/local ≫ *Structcase ≫ *∅case & *Ob/3rd

Hence, it is more harmonic to avoid using a structural case marking on an argu-
ment when this is the subject and first or second person, while for third person
subjects the high ranking of the conjunction *∅case & *Su/3rd, excludes an un-
marked subject in favor of a case-marked one.37

37We will come back to Aissen’s harmonic alignment account in Section 4.2, as it forms the
central target of Newmeyer’s (2002) critique of functionally motivated constraint sets.
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4 Extensions and debates

The competition-based definition of grammaticality in OT with its typological
predictions attracted considerable attention in linguistic research communities,
at the same time triggering debates about consequences of the new formal frame-
work. Extensions were proposed to capture aspects of language(s) that the stan-
dard OT setup does not bring out. One such phenomenon is free variation, which
one would expect not to exist under a plain OT approach. Section 4.1 discusses
stochastic OT, an extension of the OT approach that does capture free variation.

Section 4.2 addresses a debate regarding the motivation of OT constraints. A
substantial part of the OT community has been following the practice of provid-
ing amotivation for each constraint they assumewhich is grounded in functional
considerations (for instance physiological considerations in OT phonology). This
led to controversies, which are illustrative for the conceptual status different re-
searchers assign to the constraints formulated in a theory of grammar. Section 4.3
steps back and discusses some of the cognitive considerations that led to the pro-
posal of a competition-based account of knowledge of grammar in the first place.
The section links this specifically to the question of learnability.

A second important extension of the basic architecture, bidirectional OT, is
discussed in Section 4.4. It is motivated, inter alia, by the so-called phenomenon
of word order freezing in languages with a (relatively) free order. In word order
freezing, a clausal pattern that one would actually expect to be ambiguous de
facto receives only one interpretation.

4.1 Extension I: Stochastic OT

One counterintuitive prediction of the competition-based definition of grammat-
icality is that languages should display very little (if any) free variation among
two equally grammatical ways of expressing the same thing – for example we
need a more catchy title vs. we need a catchier title. Even when it is just some
minor and low-ranking constraint in which the two realization options differ,
the OT system will by definition predict one variant to be ungrammatical for
the relevant input.38 Most natural languages do however offer free variation for
certain lexical or grammatical means – there is for instance a certain amount of
free word order variation in many languages.

38Of course, two equally harmonic candidates can arise when the relevant constraints are tied. In
more comprehensive grammatical accounts however, this modeling option will only be avail-
able in exceptional circumstances, since most constraints play a role in multiple constraint
interactions. So other phenomena will enforce a resolution of the ties.
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The circumstance that a standard OT system covering a non-trivial range of
phenomena is extremely unlikely to ever predict free variation is concealed by
the fact that linguistic studies commonly focus their attention on a particular
family of phenomena. When isolating a specific set of constraints that is rele-
vant for deriving the observations regarding these phenomena, the possibility
of ranking two or more constraints at the same level for a given language (=
a constraint tie) does create a basis for explaining the systematic occurrence of
free variation. For instance, Bresnan’s (2001a) account of English auxiliaries dis-
cussed in Section 3.1 predicts variation among cannot and can’t. However, for
a more comprehensive account of grammatical knowledge, we have to assume
that all the constraint sets posited for certain phenomena are combined in one
larger constraint set. As a consequence, the effect of most constraint ties will go
away – since the alternatives will differ in properties that are of relevance for
some independent account (e.g., cannot has an extra syllable).

The problematic implications that standard OT has for free variation triggered
several independent proposals for an extension of OT systems that will naturally
predict free variation (see, e.g., Müller 2014, Asudeh 2001). One of the most in-
fluential proposals is known as stochastic OT (Boersma 1998, Boersma & Hayes
2001).39 It preserves most of the original OT architecture; the key modification is
that the ranking of the OT constraints is no longer viewed as fixed and discrete,
but (1) the rank of a given constraint is a value on a continuous scale, and (2)
the constraints are assumed to oscillate stochastically around their (mean) rank.
Hence, at the time of harmony evaluation for a particular OT competition, it is
possible with a certain probability for two constraints that are close in rank to
effectively swap on the prominence scale. As an effect, a stochastic OT system
(SOT) can predict variation patterns. The learning algorithm proposed for SOT
operateswith incremental error-driven adjustment of the constraints’ mean rank,
which even puts the learner in a position to replicate the quantitative distribution
pattern in the observed variation data. Asudeh (2001) shows that in combination
with a harmonic alignment analysis following Aissen (1999), SOT can derive op-
tionality patterns in Marathi (Indo-Aryan, India): for non-volitional transitive
verbs like saapaḍṇe (‘to find’), either of the two arguments can be realized as the
subject (while the other is realized as the object).

Bresnan et al. (2001) demonstrate with an analysis of the corpus distribution of
passives that the SOT approach, again combined with Aissen’s (1999) harmonic
alignment analysis, can explain strong quantitative effects in a language like Eng-
lish (which does not categorically enforce passive for certain person constella-
tions among the arguments of transitive verbs) in parallel to strictly categorical

39A similar account was proposed by Anttila (1997).
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patterns in Lummi (Straits Salish, British Columbia). In Lummi, the realization of
a transitive verb with a third person agent and a first or second person patient in
active voice is ungrammatical. The underlying input has to be realized in passive
voice. Now, although in English a clause like she invited me is not ungrammati-
cal, Bresnan et al.’s (2001) study showed that in corpora of spontaneous spoken
English, there is a significant statistical effect of an elevated passive use in this
constellation (i.e., I was invited by her) – a circumstance that is exactly what one
would expect when the standard OT treatment of Lummi is extended to English
in a stochastic OT framework.40

4.2 Functional motivation of the constraint set

In any linguistic account that makes use of abstract descriptive categories such as
‘syllable’, ‘subject’, ‘passive’, ‘quantifier’, etc., the symbolic expressions assumed
to describe formal and content-related properties of linguistic utterances are the-
oretical constructs. They are not directly observable. However, most linguistic
theories attempt to choose their central descriptive representations in a way
that permits a mapping to empirically observable properties based on as few
assumptions as possible: phoneme representations are chosen based on seman-
tically distinguishable minimal pairs, for the definition of syntactic notions like
subject, operationalized tests are advanced, etc. In the same vein, the candidate
representations in most OTwork (and definitely in OT-LFG) are chosen under an
operationalized regime assuming that all candidate distinctions can be derived
from the surface distribution and contextual clues reflecting semantic distinc-
tions.

What about the choice of constraints used to drive the typological predic-
tions? It is important to notice that even with perfectly uncontroversial, empir-

40In their criticism of Boersma & Hayes (2001), Keller & Asudeh (2002) argue that viewing a
stochastic OT system not just as a model of variation/optionality, but of some notion of graded
grammaticality tied to corpus frequencies, is conceptually problematic since it blurs the stan-
dard distinction between competence and performance. It should be noted however that cer-
tain systematic observations regarding quantitative distributions in corpus data seem to make
it inevitable to revise some standard assumptions. Compare Bresnan’s (2011) autobiographical
notes: “Strikingly, the rare, marginal, and ‘incorrect’ construction types in large collections
of English language usage parallel the rare grammatical phenomena that can be found across
languages of the world. Moreover, judgments of ungrammaticality are often unstable and can
be manipulated simply by raising or lowering the probability of the context. Most remarkably,
language users have powerful predictive capacities, which can be measured using statistical
models of spontaneous language use. From all these discoveries I have come to believe that
our implicit knowledge of language has been vastly underestimated by theoretical linguistics
of the kind I had practiced.” (Bresnan 2011)
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ically grounded candidate representations, there are generally many extension-
ally equivalent choices of the constraint set for deriving the same distribution of
optimal candidates (= the predicted language typology). For a given constraint
set, an alternative set of ad hoc constraints with the same empirical prediction
can be constructed. OT systems are empirically underdetermined in this respect
(and this is no design fault; many formal systems employed as scientific models
are underdetermined along certain dimensions). Therefore, to convince oneself
that an OT analysis does indeed reflect a linguistically valid pattern, it is impor-
tant to exclude that one or more of the constraints are ill-justified and merely
play the role of getting the predictions right. Hence, starting out in phonologi-
cal OT work, it has become good practice to provide a plausible motivation for
each constraint, independent from this constraint’s role within the constraint set
– a “functional” motivation. In phonology, many constraints can be given a mo-
tivation based on considerations of articulation, aerodynamics or perception, for
instance “a constraint against voiced obstruents, e.g., the Voiced Obstruent Prohi-
bition (VOP, *[+voice], *Laryngeal) can be said to be functionally grounded, since
vocal fold vibration is difficult to sustain if the outgoing airstream is blocked.”
(Krämer 2017: sec. 3.2.3). In syntax, the argumentation often needs to be more
indirect, for instance by putting forward general considerations of economy to
motivate a constraint against movement in a derivational framework, such as
stay in Grimshaw’s (1997) and similar frameworks. But throughout the applica-
tion fields of OT, a wide-spread argumentation practice sees the need for inde-
pendent justification of constraints beyond the fact that it reaches a particular
effect within the factorial typology. Many researchers welcomed that OT syn-
tax triggered a confluence of the formalist and the functionalist perspective on
language and grammars.41 Still, Newmeyer (2002) presents a vigorous argument
against the conception of “functionally-based optimality theory” (FOT) accounts,
specifically targeting Aissen’s (1999, 2003) harmonic alignment account. As the
argumentation shows however, and as Bresnan & Aissen (2002) argue in detail
in their rebuttal of Newmeyer (2002) in the same volume of Natural Language
& Linguistic Theory, the notion of constraints that Newmeyer’s argumentation
is based on is not the one inherent to the standard OT conception (which com-
pletely shifts the definition of grammaticality away from a rule-based system
to the interaction of violable constraints). Newmeyer criticizes that by requiring
constraints to be paired with an external functional motivation, FOT “incorrectly
locates the form-function interplay in the mental grammar itself, rather than see-

41Haspelmath (1999) argues for the additional need to take diachronic evolutionary processes
into account.
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ing the response of form to function as emerging from language use and acquisi-
tion” (Newmeyer 2002: 43). Newmeyer draws into question whether “the claim
that every constraint has a functional motivation” (Newmeyer 2002: 56) is empir-
ically contentful for OT syntax. But if we take into account that constraints are
abstract constructs which are not directly observable in any particular language,
this formulation somehow reverses the need for justification that a theoretician
should provide for their assumptions. Putting forward some plausible motiva-
tion for theoretical constructs, beyond the technically desired effect, responds to
principles of scientific practice precluding arbitrariness in an underdetermined
formal system. Providing a functional motivation for an OT constraints does not
amount to an empirical claim, but it is part of the argumentation that the abstract
choices made adhere to second-order principles of good scientific practice. It is
only a full OT system that is empirically falsifiable; inadequacy may come to the
surface when there is no way of extending a system which plausibly covers a
core set of phenomena to clearly observable additional evidence.

4.3 Learnability in the context of the broader cognitive architecture

As has become clear from the discussions up to this point, a theorist’s decision
to move from a conventional generative grammar formalism to the competition-
based formal model of grammaticality underlying OT does not merely mean
that instead of working with hard constraints they now work with violable con-
straints. The status of familiar descriptive devices becomes fundamentally differ-
ent with the different characterization of the set of well-formed analyses. Some
of the debates that this development triggered have been already addressed in the
previous sections – for instance the question how ineffability might be modeled
and how optionality/free variation can be accounted for.42

But it is worthwhile to pause and consider the status of the components of an
OT system as a model of the language faculty within our broader cognitive sys-
tem. The competition-based frameworks of Harmonic Grammar (Legendre et al.
1990) and Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, 2004) were originally
developed to reconcile (i) the potential of connectionist networks for learning
complex input-output functions from exposure to data following up on work
in the Parallel Distributed Processing framework (Rumelhart et al. 1986)43 with
(ii) the insights from linguistic theory in the generative tradition, which models

42Wunderlich (2006), in his encyclopedia article on OT in morphology and syntax, provides a
list of fundamental questions that arise when adopting an OT approach.

43The collection edited by Smolensky & Legendre (2006) is devoted to this perspective, but it
does not seem to be very prominent in linguistic debates.
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systematic generalizations in a formal system. Optimality Theory is an attempt
to gain ground towards resolving some of the most central challenges for the
cognitive sciences: understanding how abstract systematic knowledge (which is
best described using recursive symbolic systems, relying on logical inference)
is implemented in connectionist architectures and how it blends with associa-
tive knowledge (which is best captured in subsymbolic terms). We know that
the neurophysiological basis for all our cognitive systems, the human brain, is a
large and complex connectionist network. For artificial connectionist networks,
the potential to pick up complex patterns from empirical learning data has been
convincingly demonstrated for many scenarios. However, the abstract symbolic
concepts that are at the core of many linguistic accounts of grammar – allowing
for a very compact characterization of very far-reaching generalizations – turn
out to be hard learning targets for a bottom-up empirical learning procedurewith
the comparatively simple artificial networks available (Marcus 2001).44

Given the complexity of the brain and our very preliminary understanding
of the interaction of cognitive subsystems available to humans, it is no surprise
at all that there is still a gap between our current understanding of systematic
knowledge, captured via abstract concepts, and what we know about the level
of neurophysiological implementation. Yet, when looking more specifically at
knowledge about language, there seems to be a certain degree of impatience in
the research communities taking a conncectionist vs. an abstract symbolic ap-
proach – possibly because on both sides of the gap, mature theories and mod-
eling frameworks have evolved substantially over the past decades, yet the key
question of how the views go together remains rather open.

From the point of view of linguistics, it may seem that the concerns about the
missing path across scientific levels are just a problem for cognitive scientists
who believe that a connectionist implementation of linguistic knowledge needs
to be spelled out in concrete terms. Under the working assumptions of many
linguistic frameworks, details of a technical implementation are of subordinate
importance as long as one can convince oneself that a symbolic approach could
be implemented in principle. This thinking ignores however that many of the es-
tablished frameworks, including LFG, had (and have) a major weakness when it
comes to capturing the learnability of languages. This weakness is no embarass-
ment per se, since it was never in the focus of research interests; but it implies
that it is not even clear in principle how an abstract description of grammatical
knowledge could be implemented at the neurophysiological level – where it can-

44Compare e.g., the systematicity debate started by Fodor & McLaughlin (1990) (Buckner & Gar-
son 2019).
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not be the case that the relevant language-specific knowledge is symbolically en-
coded, but some representation needs to be learned from observable indications.
Formally, the Principles-and-Parameters Theory (Chomsky 1981) has an answer
to the question of learnability: the framework assumes an articulate structural
system to be innate, such that learning amounts to setting a small number of
switches, the parameters. The Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995) attempts to
derive the complex structural displacement patterns (which are required to re-
duce the complex sound/meaning relationship available in natural languages to
a uniform construction plan and which by assumption must be predetermined
by universal grammar) as a consequence of a small set of assumptions that are
justified on the grounds of simplicity of the theory. Through innate universal
grammar, the learner of a language has access to the principles that govern the
displacement patterns and thus the learner only needs to learn the language-
particular choice of linearizing the displacement configurations (Chomsky et al.
2019). Language learning is here conceptualized as a process of setting a num-
ber of discrete parameters. What is not very clear however is how the language
acquisition system interacts with other parts of the cognitive learning system,
many of which are quite clearly responding to the statistical distribution of cues.
But linguistic knowledge could not be acquired and put to use if it had no ef-
fective interfaces with the statistically sensitive parts of cognition. It is hard to
imagine that a learner can find out about the space of possible constructions in
a language when they cannot rely on expectations regarding typical (= highly
frequent) ways of saying something; when the learner notices that certain ex-
pectations were incorrect, this will trigger a highly informative learning step
regarding the relationship between the language system and contextual factors.
For instance, a learner can only learn about a rare phenomenon like heavy NP
shift as in (25) if they have a notion of a canonical order, so they can reconstruct
the conditions for deviations.

(25) I gave [PP to Sue ] [NP the books that I found on my aunt’s attic ]

The aspect of statistical learning is where connectionist approaches turn out to
capture the empirical behavior quite realistically – but a theory that construes
language acquisition as an entirely different process provides no grounds for
capturing such triggers and any frequency-related patterns.

The classical constraint-based theories of grammar, such as LFG and Head-
driven Phrase Structure Grammar (see Przepiórkowski 2023 [this volume]), do
emphasize the objective of finding psychologically realistic models of the cog-
nitive processes of production and comprehension (i.e., parsing and generation
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algorithms that start from an information state that corresponds to what is avail-
able to a human listener or speaker). However, the goal of coming up with real-
istic algorithmic accounts capturing the information processing of real cognitive
agents does not traditionally extend to the cognitive process of learning a lan-
guage, i.e., acquiring the lexical and grammatical knowledge necessary to per-
form the tasks of production and comprehension. The grammar formalisms are
not designed in such a way that there is a formal learning procedure that always
starts from the same initial state, and then takes in observations from adult speak-
ers of Bulgarian, English orMandarin. But this would be required to have a falsifi-
able theory of theway grammatical knowledge is instantiated in cognitive agents.
In the classical paradigm, the precise grammatical knowledge representation for
a particular language is (still) specified by a scientific observer, the linguist, who
is able to “look behind the scenes” and make far-reaching decisions about the
use of certain descriptive means from a meta perspective – which is clearly not a
realistic rendering of the information available to human learners (who however
nevertheless reach the knowledge state robustly and fast). Of course, there are
good research-strategic reasons why the classical paradigm stops short of also
trying to model the cognitive process of acquisition: the grammatical knowledge
that is available to adult speakers of the languages of the world is complex and
the systematic workings of most language-particular systems are far from being
understood. So one might say that the research community is still at the stage of
clarifying what the exact targets for the acquisition process are, thereby avoid-
ing a situation where it could not be truly judged whether a learning algorithm
is on the right track from a theoretical point of view. An opponent could how-
ever argue that it is not clear whether the formalism that was designed so meta
observers can specify a theory of adult linguistic knowledge provides the right
concepts and interfaces to ever support a realistically learnable knowledge rep-
resentation of grammar and the lexicon (for instance because it is unclear how
associative knowledge merges in, as mentioned above). If there is any truth in
this objection, the best strategy is probably to adopt a parallel strategy: advance
systematic accounts of the adult linguistic knowledge and at the same time try to
explore architectures that are better suited formodeling learning and for interfac-
ing with knowledge that is more readily captured in a connectionist framework.

The design of Optimality Theory provides a link between the abstract sym-
bolic level, tying in with established concepts from linguistic theory, and the
level of connectionist implementation. From the point of view of LFG, the great-
est conceptual gain from adopting an OT perspective might lie in the fact that
this provides a fleshed-out learning algorithm (Tesar & Smolensky 1998), which
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is compatible with insights about the low-level generalizing behavior of connec-
tionist approaches.

4.4 Extension II: Bidirectional optimization

The standard definition of grammaticality in an OT system is based on what
is often called a speaker-oriented, or production-based competition. Here, the
most harmonic candidate analysis realizing some underlying content represen-
tation is determined. The characterization of the competing candidates reflects
the fundamental knowledge that a competent speaker of the language has: they
know which is the grammatical way of expressing some thought in their lan-
guage. When they learned their language, they had to exclude other ways that
would be possible in principle. The candidate set and rerankable constraints are
thus a straightforward rendering of the mathematical search space for learning
an input-output function capturing the speaker’s competence.

A competent language user however has an additional ability: the listener is
(mostly) able to reconstruct what the speakers wanted to express in the given
context. Formally, the disambiguation problem for a given surface form can be
construed as the mirror image of the task of realizing some underlying repre-
sentation with the grammatical means of some particular language. Hence, it is
tempting to explore to what extent the same competition-based architecture can
be applied to model our ability to disambiguate. The representational setup of
OT-LFG makes it particularly easy to implement the reverse competition: for a
listener-oriented, or comprehension-based optimization, all that needs to be al-
tered from the standard scenario is the basis for defining the candidate set. Here,
all candidate analyses sharing the same surface string are compared.

A realistic model of our cognitive ability to make disambiguation decisions of
course has to incorporate a lot more than just grammatical and lexical knowl-
edge. On reading an ambiguous request/instruction like (26) (compare (27a) vs.
(27b)), a reader may exploit frequency knowledge about the phrasal verb read in
vs. the simple verb read, which one might argue is part of their extended lexi-
cal knowledge. However the utterance context of the request will probably play
a much more important role: Does the building have a physical library? Or is
the reader receiving programming hints? Ultimately, reasoning about what the
speaker/author meant will draw upon any available world knowledge.

(26) Read in the library.

(27) a. Read in the comma-separated data file.
b. Read in the living room.
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So, taking all relevant knowledge sources into account, there is an asymme-
try between production-based and comprehension-based optimization. Never-
theless, it is a valid question what disambiguation decisions are made when there
are no grammar-external clues. If we can isolate such cases, we might learn a lot
about the way our grammatical knowledge is organized.45

A case in point are so-called word-order freezing phenomena, which have re-
ceived considerable attention in OT frameworks. For languages with relatively
free word order, the following type of effect is often reported: when there are no
other disambiguating clues, listeners interpret examples as unambiguous that
due to freedom of word order should actually have two possible interpretations.
Bouma & Hendriks (2012), who provide a detailed discussion of OT treatments
of word order freezing, give the Dutch example in (28):

(28) Dutch (West Germanic; Bouma & Hendriks 2012: ex. 4)
Fitz
Fitz

zag
saw

Ella.
Ella

Only ‘Fitz saw Ella’ (SVO), although structurally compatible with ‘Ella
saw Fitz’ (OVS)

The interpretive preference for cases like (28) is directly predicted if one as-
sumes that not only the determination of grammatical (surface) outputs follows
a (production-based) optimization, but also the distinction among potential un-
derlying interpretations in comprehension – assuming the very same constraint
set.46 Accounts that make use of this idea are called bidirectional optimization
accounts. Early discussions of such an account in an OT-LFG setting are found
in Lee (2001) and in Kuhn (2000a, 2003).

Assuming that comprehension-based competition plays a role in a model of
grammatical knowledge immediately raises questions about the relationship be-
tween the two directions: in a standardOT setting, onewould not want to assume
in general that listeners only apply constraint evaluation on the possible analy-
sis candidates of a surface string to retrieve the semantic interpretation; they
should also double check that the surface string is also optimal in the reverse di-
rection47 – otherwise, a listener may end upwith a candidate structure that is not

45Recall from Sections 1.2 and 2.6 that comprehension-based optimization is also predominantly
used with the OT-style constraint ranking scheme implemented in the XLE system (Frank et al.
2001).

46Zeevat (2006) argues that bidirectional optimization is not an adequate account for word order
freezing; but see Bouma & Hendriks (2012).

47The simple comprehension-based optimization does play a role in work in OT phonology. The
mechanism of lexicon optimization, assumed by Prince & Smolensky (1993), is such a competi-
tion. Also, Tesar & Smolensky (1998) propose a procedure of robust interpretive parsing during
the learning process.
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even grammatical in the language that the speaker used. For illustration, let us
consider what optimizations listeners have to take into account when processing
the English sentence (29a) and the German sentence (29b), which is superficially
a close correspondence of the English sequence.

(29) a. Lou hopes not to arrive before Sunday.
b. German

Lou
Lou

hofft
hopes

nicht
not

vor
before

Sonntag
Sunday

anzukommen.
to-arrive

‘Lou doesn’t hope to arrive before Sunday.’ or ‘Lou hopes not to
arrive before Sunday.’

If it was enough in comprehension to determine the optimalmost harmonic struc-
ture for the observed surface string, we would expect that there is no great dif-
ference between the processing of the English and the German example. How-
ever, since in German simple negation of full verbs is grammatical, whereas in
English it is not, there is a difference in the number of readings available. For
(29a), a listener of English would never come up with the matrix negation read-
ing – even in a context that would strongly favor it. This observation can be
captured if we assume that a listener verifies that the most harmonic candidate
in the comprehension-based optimization (with meaning �̂�) is also the most har-
monic in a production-based optimization (taking �̂� as the input). Demanding
that a form-meaning pair has to be optimal both among all production-based
and among all comprehension-based candidates is called strong bidirectional OT.

An additional variant of combining the outcome of the two optimizations was
pioneered by Blutner (1998, 2000). With a so-called weak bidirectional optimiza-
tion, not only the optimal form-meaning pairs from a competition play a role in
defining meaningful expressions. The “runner-up” form-meaning pair after re-
moving the overall winner from the competition is defined to express a more
specialized form-meaning relation, and this can continue down a scale of expres-
sions. The idea is best illustrated with the well-known example (30):48

(30) a. John killed the sheriff.
b. John caused the sheriff to die.

48Although the competitions assumed in bidirectional OT accounts in pragmatics like the one
sketched here are inspired by the OT systems used to characterize the grammar of a language,
it should be noted that a weak bidirectional approach would presumably not work if the full
set of candidates was assumed, most of which are ungrammatical. OT pragmatics work focuses
on relating grammatical expressions of different structural shape to the spectrum of potential
meanings that can express.
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(30a) is the unmarked way of expressing that John killed the sheriff. Logically,
(30b) is equivalent; however, on hearing this sentence (and not (30a)), most lis-
teners will take the speaker to implicate that the sheriff died in an indirect way
from John’s actions, assuming Gricean maxims. Weak bidirectional optimality
predicts this by assuming that the overall competition will make the form/mean-
ing pair of sentence (30a) and a proposition with a plain instance of a killing
event the most harmonic candidate in both directions. The more marked form
(30b), paired up with a “specialization” of the meaning is weakly optimal.49

The fields of OT semantics and OT pragmatics which in essence build on top
of the idea of bidirectional OT are among the most prolific areas in terms of
publications (see for instance the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy entry van
Rooij & Franke 2020). It has to be noted that the role that the constraints play
in OT systems modeling systematic patterns in pragmatics is slightly different
from the grammaticality-defining role of the constraint set in OT phonology and
OT syntax; nevertheless, there are many systematic connection points between
OT syntax and OT semantics/pragmatics, discussed for instance by Beaver & Lee
(2004).

5 Developments after the mid-2000s

This section starts out with a discussion of the developments in the OT frame-
work after the phase of the highest research activity in the late 1990s and early
2000s (Section 5.1) and furthermore asks how aspects of language learning are
captured in OT vs. in mainstream work in Computational Linguistics and Natu-
ral Language Processing since the 2000s (Section 5.2). Section 5.3 addresses the
relatively recent developments of neural modeling, i.e., the application of “deep”
artificial neural networks.

5.1 Developments after the peak research activity

Müller (2012), in the conclusion to his survey paper on OT syntax, notes that
after a phase of very high research activity, there have been comparatively few
OT contributions in the area of syntax – contrary to the situation in morphology,
semantics/pragmatics, and most notably phonology. To a certain degree, this de-
velopment also holds for OT-LFGwork on syntax. According toMüller’s analysis
of the situation, many ideas from derivationally based work in OT syntax live on

49The formal properties of bidirectional OT are discussed in Jäger (2002).
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in the research strand of the Minimalist Program, in which for instance the de-
cision to apply one of a number of competing elementary operations like Agree,
Merge, Move, Delete etc. is resolved in different ways across languages, which
can be captured in a ranking account (Müller 2012: sec. 5).

In this section, we address the question: what was the further development in
the part of the OT syntax community that assumes nonderivational candidate
analyses – in particular OT-LFG? Section 4.3 above ended with the observation
that the couching of LFG in an OT framework adds a plausible algorithmic ac-
count of learnability of grammars, which the original formalism was missing.
Against this background, one might have expected an increase of activity rather
than a reduction, for instance in the computationally oriented LFG subcommu-
nity. One can only speculate about the exact reasons for trends in research com-
munities, but there seem to have been framework-internal factors, which are
discussed in this section, and external factors in the broader computational com-
munity, which will be discussed in Section 5.2.

Looking at the framework itself, the introduction of a competition-based def-
inition of grammaticality in syntax research, or in a subcommunity of syntax
research, did not go along with a fixed catalogue of new principles that read-
ily leads to the formation of a homogeneuous and focused research paradigm.
Rather, the introduction of OT can be seen as the starting point for addressing
a broad bundle of phenomena and conceptual aspects that conventional formal
grammar models were not able to capture. These aspects include quantitative
aspects of linguistic knowledge that draw the strictly binary notion of grammati-
cality and the established split of grammatical competence and performance into
question.50 The fanning out of community activities into a whole range of devel-
opment lines should probably not be seen as a failure of the new framework,
but as a sign of the true complexity of empirical interrelations that transcended
the scope of the convential approach due to its strategic idealizing assumptions.
Under such circumstances, new developments committed to the elimination of
overly far-reaching idealizations cannot be couched in a single formal frame-
work. Regarding the quantitative aspects for instance, extensions like stochastic
OT (Section 4.1) provide certain alternatives, but in particular work by Bresnan
(2007), Bresnan & Ford (2010), Bresnan & Nikitina (2010) went on to explore a
broader range of modeling options. For other aspects, bidirectional optimization
and other extensions of the architecture promise the most explanatory account.

50In her acceptance speech of the Lifetime Achievement Award by the Association for Computa-
tional Linguistics, Joan Bresnan shares her view of the development of the various descriptive
frameworks that points in this direction (Bresnan 2016).
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In parallel to these architectural considerations, linguistic work continues to
study empirically robust grammatical patterns for which symbolic abstractions
have been established – exploring a phenomenon in new languages and/or inter-
actions among phenomena. It is hence quite natural that depending on the focus
of particular studies, authors would choose to use an OT-LFG framework or a
classical LFG setting.

5.2 The shift of computational syntax research in the 2000s

As just discussed, the OT approach unlocked a diverse range of new concep-
tual and empirical questions, which explains in part why we did not witness
the development of a single, comprehensive research paradigm that couched all
competition-based work in theoretical linguistics. But in addition, there were
also framework-external factors that presumably precluded a streamlining of ac-
tivities into a single coherent research paradigm. One of them is that the linguis-
tically motivated exploration of the formal OT architecture was not accompa-
nied by major synchronized efforts in a computationally oriented community51

– contrary to the situation in the 1980s and early 1990s where formal and compu-
tational results for linguistic grammar formalisms like LFG received significant
attention at the computational linguistics conferences. At first glance, this is sur-
prising. OT as a move to a competition-based framework in theoretical work in
linguistics did lead to an architecture that is structurally very similar to the archi-
tectures underlying the dominant data-driven approaches in computational lin-
guistics and natural language processing (NLP) (Eisner 2000: 287). A high-level
objective in both contexts lies in developing a model framework capable of using
empirical (“training”) data from a natural language (in principle an arbitrary one)
to induce a language-particular instantiation of the framework that replicates the
competence/language behavior of a speaker of that language. This is reflected by
the fact that the same families of learning algorithms could be employed (which
led to interesting discussions between theoretical and computational linguistics,
see Keller & Asudeh 2002, Goldwater & Johnson 2003, Jäger 2007). What differs
across the research contexts despite the great similarities are three interleaved
points.

First, linguistic OT work by design uses a strict constraint ranking to limit
the degrees of freedom in theory development and to be able to connect to the

51The use of the idea of violable constraint for postfiltering the readings predicted by a clas-
sical grammar discussed in Sections 1.2 and 2.6 is so different conceptually from OT as a
grammaticality-defining device that many of the implications of the latter do not arise for
the former.
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long tradition of work on linguistic generalizations at the level of symbolic de-
scriptions of linguistic structures.52 In practically motivated machine learning
approaches in NLP however, there is no reason for positing such restrictions on
the learnable input-output functions. Hence, the actual learning processes for
some given language input are quite different in the two research areas. Key in-
sights from decades of research on the theory of grammar have nevertheless been
incorporated in most NLP modeling efforts of the time, since supervised learn-
ing on annotated corpora (“treebanks”) is the most effective approach, and the
annotation categories in available corpora reflect many of the important distinc-
tions from theoretical linguistics. Again however, the processes of generating
new insights in theoretical vs. computational work is somewhat disconnected:
improvements in NLP are based on enrichments of the competition and evalua-
tion models – which is excluded by assumption in linguistic OT work.

Second, while both in linguistics and in NLP, competitions in both processing
directions play a role, it is the production-based view that plays the defining role
(for grammaticality) in linguistics, whereas it is the comprehension-based view
(=disambiguation in parsing) that is the most fundamental in NLP.53

Finally, third – and related to the first and second point – there is a difference
in the scope of empirical phenomena related to language and text targeted by lin-
guistic vs. contempory NLP work. A linguistic OT approach targets grammatical
phenomena and therefore controls for context factors which would discriminate
among candidates but are considered extralinguistic (or orthogonal to the phe-
nomenon under consideration). This is important to be able to isolate the effect
of the abstract grammatical categories responsible for systematic generalizations.
NLP work on the other hand does not aim to isolate the linguistic knowledge in-
volved in solving processing tasks – it pursues the objective of maximizing the
predicted system scores for the tasks as they realistically occur (e.g., replicating
the structure assignment decision human annotators made on real-life corpus
sentences, where the annotators recurred to their linguistic knowledge as much
as they exploited any explicit or implicit contextual clue). From the NLP per-
spective, it is therefore not only legitimate, but good practice to try to exploit
correlations of the actual target task with any other trends reflected in the em-
pirical training data. For instance, a syntactic parser, say, of English, trained with
NLP techniques on a treebank from a certain domain will presumably make its
decisions to a large part because it has picked up grammatical knowledge regard-
ing the positioning of grammatical subjects and objects from the treebank. To a

52Stochastic OT assumes oscillating rank values for a constraint, but each evalution is still based
on the strict ranking from standard OT.

53Compare Sections 1.2 and 2.6 and the discussions in Frank et al. (2001) and Kuhn (2001, 2003).
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certain degree, it will however also exploit non-linguistic domain knowledge re-
flected in the distribution of factual statements (e.g., a certain brand name being
mentioned a lot more than others in a context like buy a … watch). The difference
in the scope of empirical phenomena targeted across the subfields implies very
different foci in the modeling work.

The three differences in the configuration details and application of
competition-based learning architectures imply different key research chal-
lenges in theoretical vs. computational work and explain how separate agendas
have evolved. Nevertheless, there are numerous connecting points that become
particularly relevant when the (often tacit) simplifying assumptions underlying
the respective standard approaches are relaxed. For example, the idea of bidirec-
tional optimization from theoretical work can be translated straightforwardly to
machine learning models applied to disambiguation in parsing and choice in gen-
eration (Cahill & Riester 2009, Zarrieß et al. 2011, Yu et al. 2019). An example of
developments in which linguistic insights and considerations re-gained attention
in the past years is the Universal Dependencies project (Nivre et al. 2016), which
assembles treebanks for a growing number of languages in a cross-linguistically
uniform dependency format (compare Haug 2023 [this volume]).

5.3 OT and recent neural models in natural language processing

Section 4.3 addressed the connectionist motivation behind the original proposal
of OT. Interestingly, over the course of the 2010s successes in machine learning
with artificial neural networks (Henderson 2020) and the broad availability of
high-capacity computing resources brought about a major shift in NLP research
(as well as most other areas of applied machine learning), often associated with
the buzz word of “Deep Learning”: neural network models replaced the conven-
tional machine learning (ML) architectures discussed here in Section 5, which
required the design and optimization of the set of ML features to reach the best
generalizations from training data. (The machine learning features are the equiv-
alent to the rankable constraint in OT – the only difference is that they are used
in more general mathematical functions than in the strict relative ranking of OT.)

The training of “deep” neural networks does not rely on pre-designed ML fea-
tures. Instead, it employs hidden layers of neurons that are densely connected
with a neuron-based input or output representation andwith other hidden layers.
Weight parameters on all the connections are iteratively adjusted by supervised
training based on input/output data, where weight adjustments for links involv-
ing hidden layers are percolated from the ends using backpropagation (which
can be thought of as spreading out the activation of some neuron to all connected
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neurons in the neighboring layers). The effect is that during empirical learning,
the hidden layers receive the role of couching emerging internal representations
of systematic patterns observed in the training data. For instance, when certain
input neurons tend to be activated when a specific output occurs, some neuron
in the next hidden layer can take over the role of an internal “feature” recording
the constellation. With appropriately chosen network architectures that capture
task-specific properties of the input and output representation (e.g., cross-talk
among neighboring elements in a sequential input such as character or word to-
ken sequences), the neural approach led to substantial improvements over con-
ventional ML approaches for a great variety of learning tasks.

The conceptual relationship between recent computational neural networks
and the OT approach as popularized in the 1990s has not been discussed promi-
nently in the research literature, but it is worthwhile comparing the major com-
ponents in these architectures – in particular since the inherent black-box char-
acteristics of neural models have prompted wide-spread efforts into making the
emerging model representations scientifically interpretable (see, e.g., Belinkov
& Glass 2019). At first glance, the move away from human-designed ML feature
sets, which parallel OT constraint sets, seems to have widened the gap between
NLP work and a linguistic notion of OT competition. Moreover, the effective abil-
ity of neural models to induce task-relevant generalizing representations which
bridge between some input and some output representation has made it pos-
sible to train neural architectures for complex input/output mapping tasks for
which a conventional approach would have crucially involved a linguistically
informed intermediate representation. An illustrative example is machine trans-
lation. Conventionally, it was considered unquestionable that the best possible
machine translation approach would for instance exploit a parser on the source
side and a generator on the target side, which take advantage of all accumulated
insights regarding the grammatical systems in these languages (potentially me-
diated through ML-based parsers/generators trained on treebanks that capture
the linguistic knowledge). Now, neural models for translation can be trained on
very large numbers of pairs of input/output sentences without providing any
abstract characterization of linguistic properties or composing a pipeline of sub-
steps such as parsing, transfer and generation (for an overview, see Zhang &
Zong 2015). The model parametrization resulting for the end-to-end translation
process captures many of the relevant grammatical regularities in the hidden
layers. The great advantage of the free induction of internal representations as
systematic patterns occur in the observed input/output relation is that the model
will capture not only regularities along the major dimensions underlying estab-
lished modular descriptions of knowledge of language, but any other trends that
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aremanifest in the data. And since all aspects are incorporated in a single, densely
connected model architecture, cross-talk among the various knowledge sources
and contextual clues is captured very effectively.54

But how could then a comparison with the classical OT architecture be of any
use or lead to new insights? OT was designed to have an abstract symbolic rep-
resentation level (OT constraints) in a quasi-connectionist model architecture
that implements an input/output function with supervised training. However,
with the assumed fixed set of grammatically relevant constraints, one of the key
strengths of current connectionist models – the free induction of internal repre-
sentations at hidden levels, without preconceived features or violable constraints
– is excluded by design. Accommodating for the tension between OT’s fixed set
of symbolic constraints and the current neural model’s completely unrestricted
representational space could be the key to advances on both the linguistic and the
computational side. The unrestricted neural models lack scientific interpretabil-
ity, but they can use representation learning to capture cross-talk among any
factors influencing the observed input/output behavior, while the OT approach
enforces the exclusion of non-linguistic factors as an influence on the competi-
tions. It is conceivable to reconcile the shortcomings on either side by building
up symbolically informed diagnostic tools operating on trained neural models:
such tools would in a first step allow researchers to inspect in a controlled way
how a neural model trained on corpus data captures known symbolic generaliza-
tions. In a second step, it could be explored empirically how factors from addi-
tional, non-linguistic knowledge sources affect the model’s “own account” of the
symbolic generalizations beyond the controlled setup. Recent work in NLP has
started looking at various techniques (probing tasks, causal intervention) that
can serve as such diagnostic tools for inspecting neural models (Ettinger et al.
2016, Gulordava et al. 2018).

To give an idea of the potential that lies in symbolically guided analysis of
the internal representations of trained neural models, Figure 7 shows an anal-
ysis of the behavior of a neural syntactic parser from Falenska & Kuhn (2019).
The parser, a neural graph-based dependency parser, is trained in a supervised
way to predict dependency arcs (essentially representing the grammatical rela-
tion between the words in a sentence). The model can build up and exploit its
own internal representation to capture emerging systematic patterns that guide

54Recent advances in the neural modeling of text, in particular transformer-based contextual
word embeddings like BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) have led to an often surprising level of emerg-
ing generalizations. Even before the advent of this generation of models, Loula et al. (2018)
reported “impressive generalization capabilities” of neural sequence-to-sequence models in
phrasal composition underlying the meaning of commands like turn left twice.
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the decision for assigning a particular dependency arc. It may for example no-
tice the influence of intervening words (as in the contrast some prefer water vs.
some cold water, where the intervening word influences what is the most likely
grammatical relation between some and water).
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Figure 7: Analysis of trained neural dependency parsers from Falenska
& Kuhn (2019), aggregating results from nine treebank training experi-
ments (Ancient Greek, Arabic, Chinese, English, Finnish, Hebrew, Ko-
rean, Russian and Swedish): impact (blue crosses) of the information
fromwords in various functional positions (occurringwith a frequency
plotted by the gray bars) on the prediction score of a multi-layer per-
ceptron for a dependency arc in a graph-based dependency parser. The
position types compared are the following: heads (ℎ), dependents (𝑑),
children of 𝑑 (𝑐), siblings (𝑠), grandparents (𝑔), ℎ, 𝑑±𝑖 tokens at distance±𝑖 from ℎ or 𝑑 which are none of ℎ, 𝑑, 𝑐, 𝑠, or 𝑔.

Figure 7 shows a diagnostic analysis of the neural model that emerged from
training on treebanks for nine languages. The model was specifically trained to
decide whether two given tokens in a sentence should stand in a head-dependent
relation, taking into account all tokens in the sentence. For the trained model, it
is possible to quantify what impact on the decision the model attributes to indi-
vidual tokens in the data.55 For the analysis shown in Figure 7, the token impact
was systematically aggregated based on the position of the token in the syntac-
tic gold-standard configuration, as labeled in the treebank. (This information is
not available to the model itself.) The blue crosses in the diagram indicate what
impact the model itself has decided to assign to tokens in the various configur-
ational positions. The two tokens with the greatest impact are – as one would

55The paper introduces a special normalized measure for the impact of specific word represen-
tations on the prediction.
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expect – the head (ℎ) and the dependent (𝑑) themselves. But other tokens in the
sentence have an impact too. The gray bars represent the frequency of tokens
in the various configurational positions in the training corpora. In a structurally
uninformed model, our expectation would be that the impact of certain types of
tokens correlates with their frequency, so the blue crosses should be high on the
tall gray bars and low on the short bars. The diagram reveals that the parser has
for instance learned from exposure to data to be substantially more sensitive to
the children of dependents (𝑐) than to siblings (𝑠), although the latter occur much
more frequently in the training data.56 In fact, the neural model with its self-
induced internal representation achieves a better prediction quality than the best
classical machine learning models, for which carefully designed configurational
features are provided. Since direct information about the representational con-
figuration is not in the input representation that the parser receives in training
or application, we have an indication that the emerging internal, connectionist
representation does encode implicit knowledge about important aspects of func-
tional structure.

The linguistic questions that can be addressed with the dependency parsing
example are relatively limited, but it is conceivable to generalize the approach to
a more complex interplay of factors affecting linguistic expressions. Diagnostic
tools of this kind may thus provide an informed view on the ability of a con-
nectionist model to pick up patterns for which a theory of syntax has posited
symbolic abstractions – capturing their systematic significance. A central chal-
lenge for theoretical interpretability of the models’ predictive capacity is to fur-
ther develop the diagnostic machinery for disentangling the overlaid effects of
very different knowledge sources.57

56It should be noted that there is no delimitable locus in the model’s parameter space where this
information is represented – but based on the theoretically informed diagnostic tests, we can
observe that whatever the model has learned correlates with the distinction.

57To make progress in this process of disentangling, it is necessary to cross long-established
disciplinary boundaries that provided clear-cut subspaces in the study of language, text and
corpora of discourses from specific contexts: theory of grammar with its subdisciplines, psy-
cholinguistics, sociolinguistics, but also literary studies, media studies, etc.; many relevant pat-
terns fall into the realm of scholarly disciplines that do not study language and text per se, such
as cultural studies, history and social science. The delimited subspaces have so far justified con-
venient idealizations in the working assumptions – in the theory of grammar for example the
idealizing assumption of a shared body of grammatical and lexical knowledge that makes up
the linguistic competence of all native speakers of language X. An extra challenge comes from
the divergent methodologies that have developed in the subfields as a response to the very
distinct idealizations; this becomes clear in work in subareas of digital humanities and com-
putational social science which has recently explored corpus-based modeling techniques for
addressing research questions from literary studies (Kuhn 2019) or political science (Padó et al.
2019). Considerable effort is needed to appropriately incorporate findings from computational
models in the respective question contexts and theoretical frameworks (Reiter et al. 2020).
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6 Conclusion: Epistemological considerations

Optimality Theory was introduced to the study of language in the 1990s as a
symbolic description framework for linguistic representations which can make
stronger empirically testable predictions about the human language faculty than
a classical formal grammar. It can be seen as an attempt to overcome an epis-
temological limitation of the established formalisms underlying most work in
linguistics. The limitation affects plain rewrite systems from the Chomsky hi-
erarchy as much as extensions such as for instance transformational systems,
tree-adjoining grammars and unification-based grammars.

With a classical framework, the predictions that can be tested “directly”58

against empirical observations are always tied to the formal grammar for a par-
ticular language, i.e., a specific instantiation of the class of formal systems, for
example, a specific context-free grammar 𝐺137 = ⟨𝑁137, Σ137, 𝑃137, 𝑆137⟩ with a
concrete set of non-terminal symbols, terminal symbols, rewrite rule productions
and start symbol (and similarly for more expressive grammar formalisms).

One such instantiation is typically viewed as a scientific model for (aspects
of) the grammatical competence of speakers of, say, Japanese, Swahili or English.
The formal system predicts a set of terminal strings, which can be experimentally
compared against the linguistic behavior of competent speakers. A grammatical
theory about a range of phenomena, e.g., in Japanese, is then falsifiable in the
sense of Popper (1959)59 because it is conceivable that relevant types of terminal
strings predicted to be excluded from the formal language according to the the-
ory do in fact occur in an experiment (potentially using corpus studies that com-
pare against very similar string types predicted to be included).60 The theoretical
scope is however rather limited: if 𝐺137 fails to predict an empirically observable
opposition of acceptable vs. unacceptable data in Japanese, all that the theorist
can conclude is that some aspect in the specification of this formal grammar has

58“Directly” is set in scare quotes, since what goes through as direct empirical evidence in lin-
guistic work always depends on methodological preassumptions that a community agrees on.
The nature of language data in communication is such that very few event types are truly
observable in a direct way. However, appeal to certain theoretical constructs and certain con-
textually triggered inferences is typically considered uncontroversial since they are orthogonal
to research questions under debate.

59Falsifiability is a prerequisite for a theory with any predictive power.
60Most theories of grammar work with the stronger assumption that (some part of) the internal
symbolic structures used by the formalism also represent relevant aspects of meaning, i.e., they
can be viewed as logical forms. This provides an additional basis for testable predictions; the
experiment then has to access speakers’ (and listeners’/readers’) interpretation of given strings.
What is directly testable are however still the system’s predictions for one fully parametrized
(language-particular) instance of the grammar formalsm.
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been inappropriate. When there are multiple ways of fixing the problem (e.g., by
different strategies of introducing additional non-terminal symbols in a variant
𝐺′137 and by modifying some existing productions and adding some new ones
in 𝐺″137), there is no theoretically forceful way of distinguishing between them.
Assume for the sake of the argument that only one of the modified grammars
makes structural similarities with Korean, which is modeled in some grammar
𝐺214, explicit. As long as the other modified formal grammars predict the same
formal language, a theoretically well-founded statement differentiating between
the options cannot be made (for lack of falsifiability).

In contrast to classical formal systems, an OT system can make testable pre-
dictions for quite a different type of experiment: the theory implemented in a
particular OT system, with a spelled-out candidate generation function Gen and
a set of rankable constraints Con, does not predict a single formal language, but –
via the factorial typology implied by all possible rankings of Con – a whole class
of formal language approximations of natural languages. Fully formalized OT
systems come with a spelled-out empirical learning algorithm (Tesar & Smolen-
sky 1998 and subsequent work in the community), which provides the basis for
falsifiability of a theory about the human language faculty as such: a formal OT
system predicts how a learner of any specific language in their learning behavior
responds to exposure to language behavior by adult speakers of the language in
question.61 A concrete OT system can thus be falsified by evidence from any of
the languages of the world: a particular observed adult language behavior could
in principle trigger a sequence of constraint rerankings that make it impossible
for the learner to converge on the constraint ranking needed for this language.
If this is the case for some conjectured theory (with a constraint set, etc.) and
observed language data, then the theory of some part of the human language
faculty counts as falsified.

Of course, most research communities employing classical formalisms, in-
cluding the LFG community, have established agreed-upon meta principles and
methodological research practices which effectively ensure that empirical evi-
dence from a particular natural language is accepted by the community as evi-
dence affecting all formal systems adhering to the shared conventions (to con-
tinue with our context-free grammar illustration, the theory could be character-
ized as the set of formal grammars {𝐺𝑖 | the components of 𝐺𝑖 satisfy all meta
principles }). There are countless examples of such meta principles: X-bar the-
ory, extended projections, the concept of lexical redundancy rules, constraints

61Adult behavior is assumed to be observed in contexts that provide enough extra-linguistic
clues to support inferences about the intended meaning where there is ambiguity.
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on legitimate transformations in a derivational framework, a universal layering
of functional projections, etc. With such principles it becomes possible that the
grammatical theory constituted by the meta principles is falsified by language-
particular evidence. Even the language learning/acquisition problem has been
formulated on the basis of such framework, presumably most prominently in
the Principles-and-Parameters theory (Chomsky 1981): the learner (guided by
some language acquisition device that is assumed to be part of the cognitive
equipment) has the task of adjusting a number of free parameters in an other-
wise highly constrained innate grammatical system – in response to observed
linguistic behavior by adult speakers. (A rigorous formalization as for OT learn-
ing algorithms is typically not provided.)

However, although sophisticated research practices have been established that
ensure a far-reaching consensus about plausible meta principles assumed in a
community, the epistemological relationship between a particular instantiation
of the meta framework (say, formal grammar 𝐺137 for Japanese) and the frame-
work itself, with its meta principles, remains contestable. Typically, the represen-
tational constructs developed to capture generalizations across natural languages
have been established in a long process of cautious plausible reasoning – yet it is
almost always conceivable that there are alternative, empirically indistinguish-
able ways of predicting surface-level divergences across languages. To explain
unexpected patterns in some language X, a modification in the formulation of
one or another meta principle could be made, or idiosyncratic lexical knowledge
could be posited. The falsifiability issue of general theoretical statements is not
completely resolved by the assumption of meta principles. This circumstance
explains in part why there have been many controversial debates about the rep-
resentational locus for capturing cross-linguistic variation in a phenomenon –
take for instance Binding Principles, which one might construe along a configur-
ational tree structure or along a functional hierarchy (Asudeh&Dalrymple 2006).
In the same vein, a re-occurring type of argument against specific linguistic ac-
counts is the accusation for overly strong theory-internal assumptions. In other
words, it happens quite frequently that members of a research community de-
velop reservations with respect to the falsifiability of parts of the established
consensus framework.62

As just noted, OT can be technically seen as the move towards an approach
that meets higher standards of falsifiability (when fully formalized). One may

62Given the underdetermination of theories of grammar by direct empirical evidence, aesthetic
arguments regarding the simplicity of a theory are often advanced,most notably inMinimalism
(Chomsky 1995). But even this strategy cannot escape controversies, since there are different
possible starting points for seeding a theoretical accounts in fundamental propositions.
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ask oneself then why it has not replaced classical formalisms in mainstream
linguistic research? Section 5.1 discussed this question under the perspective of
the concrete course of research activities in the 1990s and 2000s. But there are
also relevant meta-theoretical considerations: since most aspects of representa-
tional choice in linguistic modeling are not directly observable (only the linear
sequence of surface units of expression and semantic entailments of the content
of utterances are directly observable), the space of possible OT theories remains
vastly underdetermined. This means that (unless a community decides to change
their research paradigm completely), plausible argumentation for abstract inter-
mediate representations remains an important part of linguistic theorizing. And
since substantial groundwork in linguistic research has always lain in the system-
atic capturing of regularities in variation patterns for particular languages, the
justification for the use of classical formalisms has not disappeared. By choosing
a strict ranking approach over violable constraints captured in terms of estab-
lished symbolic representations, the OT endeavor was from the outset designed
to stay connected with work using the classical formalisms; the effect of relevant
constraints on a phenomenon under consideration can be calculated in manually
constructed tableaux.63 Insights from a specific OT account may thus feed back
into the more general debate of what are appropriate theoretical constructs for
systematically capturing a particular aspect of linguistic knowledge.

Against this background, the most important contribution of OT to generative
linguistics might have been to increase the awareness in (part of) the community
that a comprehensive, falsifiable account of the human language faculty has to
include a formalized account of learnability of language from exposure to data.
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